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Delimitation
Commission’s final
order sent to LS, RS
secretaries
Srinagar, May 24: The final order of delimitation commission that redrew J&K’s
electoral map has been sent to the Lok Sabha
and Rajya Sabha secretaries for laying it in
both Houses of the Parliament.
Documents in possession of news agency—Kashmir News Observer (KNO) that the
final order of the commission has been sent
to the secretaries of the Lok Sabha and Rajya
Sabha for being laid before the Lok Sabha
and Rajya Sabha.
The documents also state that a copy of
the final order was also sent to the
See Delimitation...on Pg-08

Govt orders
reconstitution of
SKICC, JKCCC board
of directors
Srinagar, May 24: Jammu and Kashmir
Government Tuesday ordered for the reconstitution of board of directors of the SKICC
and Jammu and Kashmir Cable Car corporation Limited (JKCCC).
As per the orders Chief Secretary will be
Chairman of both the committees.
"In supersession of all previous orders
on the subject, sanction is hereby accorded
to reconstitution of the Board of Governors
of the SKICC,” reads the order issued by
Manoj Kumar Dwivedi Principal Secretary
to the government, as per news
See Govt...on Pg-08

Bike rider killed
in Sangam road
accident
Srinagar, May 24: A 23year-old bike
rider was killed in a road accident in
Sangam area of south Kashmir’s Anantnag district on Tuesday afternoon.
An official told news agency—Kashmir News Observer (KNO) that a bike
(JK02BE-7030) rider Yasir Ahmad Dar
son of Manzoor Ahmad Dar, a resident of
Naina Batpora Pulwama lost control over
the bike and hit the divider of the road and
then collided with a Taveera at Tulkhan
crossing in Sangam area of Bijbehara.
He said in the incident he received
critical injuries was immediately shifted
to SDH Bijbehara for treatment, where he
See Bike rider...on Pg-08

DHSK reviews
Amarnath Yatra
preparations
Srinagar, May 24: Director Health Services, Kashmir Dr Mushtaq Ahmad Rather
today chaired a meeting of officers and officials to review the preparations ahead of this
years’ Amarnath Yatra.
The meeting was attended by Nodal Officers of Amarnath Yatra, officers of Directorate of Health Services Kashmir, Engineers
from Mechanical Engineering Division
(MED) besides other officials of health department.
According to a statement issued to the
news agency—Kashmir News Observer
(KNO), during meeting, the director
See DHSK...on Pg-08

JeM module busted,
08 arrested in
Awantipora: Police
Srinagar, May 24: Jammu and Kashmir
Police alongwith security forces have busted
a militant module of Jaish-e-Muhammad
(JeM) in Awantipora by arresting eight militant associates, a police spokesman said on
Tuesday.
A statement issued to the news agency—
Kashmir News Observer (KNO) said that
based on specific input, several suspects
were arrested and further leads were developed that lead police and security forces to
bust a module of Jaish-e-Mohammad operating in Awantipora.
The arrested eight militant
See JeM...on Pg-08
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India proposes UNSC counter-terror panel
meet on misuse of new technologies
United Nations, May 24: Warning
about the dire threat from terrorists
exploiting emerging digital technologies, from cryptocurrencies and NFTs
to 3D printing and artificial intelligence, New Delhi has proposed holding a meeting of the Security Council's
Counter-Terrorism Committee (CTC)
in India to consider ways to tackle the
danger comprehensively.
Announcing the proposal on Monday at the Council, India's Permanent
Representative T.S. Tirumurti, who is
the chair of the CTC, said: "The need
for member states to comprehensively
address and tackle the implications
of terrorist exploitation of the digital
technologies more strategically has
never been more dire."
The meeting "will exclusively focus on this issue and attempt to provide the way forward" in facing the
challenges from terrorists adopting
new financial technologies to raise and
transfer funds and using artificial intelligence and 3D printing for attacks,
he said.

Non-state
actors are
becoming
increasingly
adept at
using low-cost
and widely
available
digital
technologies
to pursue their
agendas.

"The inter-connected nature of the
digital domain requires that solutions
to the complex problems and threats

emanating from this domain cannot be
resolved in isolation.
"There is an underlying need to

There is an underlying
need to adopt a
collaborative rulesbased approach and
work towards ensuring
its openness, stability
and security.
adopt a collaborative rules-based approach and work towards ensuring its
openness, stability and security," Tirumurti added.
The Permanent Representative
also spoke of the dangers from terrorist exploitation of the new financial
technologies like virtual currencies,
non-fungible tokens (NFTs) that create monetary value out of non-physical
entities, crowd-funding platforms and
new payment methods like prepaid

Policeman killed, his daughter
injured in Soura attack

Investment Incentive pact to continue
US investment support in India: MEA
New Delhi, May 24: The Ministry of
External Affairs on Tuesday said that
Prime Minister Narendra Modi and
US President Joe Biden has welcomed
the signing of the Investment Incentive
Agreement which enables the US Development Finance Corporation to continue providing investment support
to India in sectors of shared priority
such as healthcare, renewable energy,
SMEs, infrastructure.
Prime Minister Modi had a warm
and productive meeting with President
Biden in Tokyo on Tuesday, resulting
in substantive outcomes which will
add depth and momentum to the bilateral partnership, it said.
The meeting marks a continuation of the regular high-level dialogue
between the two leaders who met inperson in September 2021 in Washington D.C and interacted at the G20 and
COP26 Summits thereafter. Most recently, they had a virtual interaction
on April 11,2022.
The India-US Comprehensive
Strategic Global Partnership is underpinned by a shared commitment
to democratic values, rule of law, and
a commitment to uphold a rule-based
international order. The leaders expressed happiness with progress made
across sectors in the bilateral agenda.
"Both sides launched an IndiaUS Initiative on Critical and Emerging Technologies (iCET) to facilitate
outcome-oriented cooperation. Co-led

by the National Security Council Secretariat in India and the US National
Security Council, iCET would forge
closer linkages between government,
academia and industry of the two
countries in areas such as AI, quantum
computing, 5G/6G, biotech, space and
semiconductors," the MEA said in a
statement.
Noting that defence and security
cooperation is a crucial pillar of the India-US bilateral agenda, both sides discussed how they can further strengthen collaboration. In this context, the
Prime Minister invited the US industry

Jammu, May 24: Lieutenant Governor
Manoj Sinha today visited the family of
Rahul Bhat, who was killed by terrorists in
Budgam on May 12, and expressed his condolences.
The Lt Governor said the administration stand shoulder to shoulder with the
bereaved family in this hour of grief and assured the family members of all the support
from the UT government. The education of
the daughter of Rahul Bhat is now the responsibility of the government, he added.
Government has already formed an
SIT to probe into all aspects of Rahul Bhat’s
killing. All the grievances of PM package
employees are also being addressed on
See LG...on Pg-08

Srinagar, May 24: A policeman was
killed while his daughter was injured
in a militant attack at Aanchar area
Soura area of Srinagar on Tuesday.
As per the news agency—Kashmir News Observer (KNO), Police in
a tweet said that a policeman identified as Saifullah Qadri, son of Muhammad Syed Qadri, of Malik Saab
was fired upon by gunmen, leaving
him critically wounded.
Police said the injured cop succumbed at the hospital while his
daughter was being treated.
“Terrorists fired upon one policeman Saifullah Qadri S/o Mohd
Syed Qadri, R/o Malik Saab, in Soura (Anchar) area. He is critically injured. His daughter also got injured,”
Kashmir Zone Police tweeted soon
after the incident took place.
Inspector General of Police (IGP)
Kashmir zone Vijay Kumar while
commenting on the incident said
that the militants showed “most inhuman face” by killing the unarmed
policeman and injuring his minor
daughter at Soura area of Srinagar.
He also said that police will soon
identify the militants involved in the
act and neutralize them.
Talking to reporters on the sidelines of the wreath laying ceremony
of slain policeman Saifullah Qadri
here, the IGP said that the militants
have shown the most inhuman face
by attacking Saifullah who was
See Policeman...on Pg-08

to partner with India to manufacture in
India under the Make in India and Aatma Nirbhar Bharat (self-reliant India)
programmes which can be of mutual
benefit to both countries.
Taking forward their growing collaboration in the health sector, India
and the US extended the longstanding
Vaccine Action Programme (VAP)
until 2027 to continue joint biomedical
research which had resulted in development of vaccines and related technologies, the statement further reads.
The two leaders exchanged views
See MEA...on Pg-08

Lt Governor visits Rahul Bhat’s
family in Jammu

Lt Governor meets
Cricketer Umran
Malik & his family
Jammu, May 24: Lieutenant Governor Manoj Sinha today met the cricketer from Jammu, Umran Malik, and
congratulated him for the selection
in Team India for T20 Series against
South Africa.
See Meets...on Pg-08

phone cards, mobile payments and online payment systems.
"The ease of access, anonymity
and intractability offered by them have
enabled terrorist entities to collect and
transfer funds evading the monitoring
and enforcement structures."
Under-Secretary-General
Rosemary DiCarlo, who briefed the Council
on "The Use of Digital Technologies
in Maintaining International Peace
and Security", also sounded a warning
about "the increasing availability of
digital payment methods such as cryptocurrencies" that terrorists exploit.
"Non-state actors are becoming increasingly adept at using low-cost and
widely available digital technologies to
pursue their agendas."
DiCarlo said that terror groups
like the Islamic State and Al Qaeda
"remain active on social media, using
platforms and messaging applications
to share information and communicate
with followers for the purposes of recruitment, planning and fundraising".
See India...on Pg-08

Two civilians
injured in Yaripora
grenade attack
Srinagar, May 24: Two civilians were injured in a grenade
attack on a naka party of police
and CRPF at Yaripora area of
Kulgam district on Tuesday evening.
An official told the news
agency—Kashmir News Observer (KNO) that militants hurled a
grenade and also fired upon
See Two civilians...on Pg-08

Body of missing
Shopian teenager
found in Kulgam
Kulgam, May 24: The body of a
teenager who went missing two
weeks ago was recovered near
Vishow Nallah at Aadbal Watoo
village in Damhal Hanjipora
area of south Kashmir’s Kulgam
district on Thursday afternoon,
officials said.
See Body of...on Pg-08

Amarnath Yatra 2022

ISI pushing militants into Kashmir Valley ahead
of Amarnath Yatra, warn intel agencies
New Delhi, May 24: Ahead of the
Amarnath Yatra, Pakistan's InterServices Intelligence (ISI) has been
pushing terrorists into the Kashmir Valley from terror launch pads
in Pakistan occupied Kashmir
(PoK), intelligence agencies have
warned security forces.
The Yatra, which was suspended in 2020 and 2021 owing to
the Covid-19 pandemic, will begin
on June 30 and conclude on August
11. A large number of devotees are
expected to join annual the pilgrimage this year.
The sources in the security
grid, quoting intelligence inputs,
said that ISI has asked the commanders of the terror outfits located in PoK to get their ultras to
sneak into the Kashmir Valley before the security is tightened at the
international border.
The sources also said that the
commanders have been directed
to send their cadres via unconventional routes, especially through
the riverside areas where manning
the borders is a little tough.
The security agencies have intercepted some chats from across
the border, which suggest that

the ISI has been pressurising the
terror outfits to infiltrate a large
number of terrorists in the Valley
before the Amarnath Yatra.
The officials in the security
network in J&K said that there are
around six major terrorist camps
and 29 minor ones operative in the
PoK. Also, there are many tempo-

rary launch pads which are generally co-located with the Pakistan
Army, which supply arms and
ammunition and other necessary
equipment.
The sources also said that as
per the intercepted chats, a Lieutenant Colonel rank officer
See Amarnath Yatra...on Pg-08
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MoS Power and Heavy Industries
concludes tour of Samba; e-Inaugurates
mega development projects
SAMBA, MAY 24: Union Minister of State for
Power and Heavy Industries, Krishan Pal Gurjar, today concluded his two day tour of Samba
district with e-inauguration of several mega development projects besides attending an Public
Outreach Programme at Jakh Vijaypur.
The projects inaugurated included 4km
road in Papad Avtara constructed with a cost
of Rs 173.48 lakh, up gradation of PMGSY road
in Taloor costing Rs 129.80 lakh, Water Supply
Schemes at Smailpur, Kartholi, Rajinderpura,
Lower Birpur and Gurha Salthia commissioned under Jal Jeevan Mission involving an
amount of Rs 1029.53 lakh.
On the occasion, MoS also distributed assistive aids including hearing aids and wheel
chairs among the Social Welfare Department
beneficiaries besides giving away sanctioned
loan amount to beneficiaries of various employment generation schemes.
District Development Council Chairman,
Keshav Dutt Sharma, Member Parliament, Jugal Kishore Sharma, Vice Chairman DDC, Balwan Singh, Deputy Commissioner, Anuradha
Gupta besides other DDC, BDC members, Sarpnachs, Panchs, senior officers and locals were
present on the occasion.
Union Minister inspected stalls established by different departments to raise awareness among people regarding their schmes and
programmes meant for their socio-economic
emancipation. He appreciated the efforts of administration in creating widespread awareness
about their schemes. He also exhorted upon the
public to reap benefits under various governments sponsored schemes including PMAY,
Jan Dhan Yojana, Social Security Schemes,
Financial inclusion schemes, employment generation schemes and others.
DDC Chairman and Vice Chairman, DDC

members, BDC Chairman, local Sarpanch also
spoke on various initiatives of government in
giving impetus to growth and development in
the region. They also projected various grievances and demands concerning development
of their respective areas seeking an early redressal of the same.
Speaking on the occasion, Union Minister
said that J&K has a special place in the heart
of Prime Minister, Narendra Modi saying that
the present government has put end to corruption ensuring a more responsive and accountable governance to people at door steps. “Sabka
Sath, Sabka Vikas and Sabka Vishwas is main
mantra of present dispensation towards ensur-

RAMBAN, MAY 24: Career Counselling Cell of Government Degree College,
Ukhral, today organized an extension
lecture on “Career in Stock Market and
Mutual Fund with an aim to provide
first- hand knowledge and information
to the students of the college about the
various career opportunities in stock
market and mutual fund.
At the outset, the Convener Career
Counselling Cell, Prof. Zakir Hussain
welcomed the audiences and highlighted the aims and objectives of organizing
this extension lecture.
The resource person of this programme was the Sales Executive of Motilal Oswal Investment Services Limited, Jammu, Pardeep Katoch.
In his lecture, he discussed the online trading and investments patterns
in the share market. He explained the
relevance and importance of financial
management in today’s competitive scenario.
He also informed the students about
various career opportunities and part
time jobs in Stock Market and Mutual

Fund.
The Principal of College, Prof. (Dr)
Ranvijay Singh, in his presidential address, exhorted the students to have
basic knowledge and information
about the stock market and mutual
fund investment to become self-dependent.
Large number of students and

faculty members participated in this
program including Dr. Shafiq Ahmed
Katoch and Prof. Rafia Banoo. The program was conducted by the HoD Dogri,
Prof. Suresh Chander while the formal
vote of thanks was presented by the HoD
Computer, Akash Verma. The technical support was provided by Farooq
Ahmed Katoch.

SRINAGAR, MAY 24: In an endeavor
to promote door to door digital banking
and financial services in remote areas of
Jammu Kashmir, J&K Rural Livelihood
Mission (JKRLM) has trained 125 women from Self Help Groups as DIGI-Pay
Sakhis in 2000 villages under Mission
‘One Gram Panchayat-One DIGI-Pay
Sakhi’.
Lieutenant Governor, Manoj Sinha,
led administration is taking several
ground breaking steps to transform the
lives of women of Jammu and Kashmir
especially those living in rural areas by
engaging them in gainful livelihood interventions.
Lieutenant Governor, during the
launch of Mission ‘One Gram Panchayat-One DIGI-Pay Sakhi’ in the UT last
year had distributed 80 Aadhaar Enabled Payment Systems (AEPs) among
the DIGI-Pay Sakhis under JKRLM.
Lieutenant Governor said that
DIGI-Pay Sakhi has introduced financial inclusion within the UT’s Self Help
Group (SHG) ecosystem creating much
needed financial access points with

CS directs timely completion of all recruitments through a
transparent and accountable process

mission, and J&K Bank, respectively.
It was further informed that the J&K SSB

UDHAMPUR, MAY 24: A Week Long Drug Deaddiction campaign was kick started today in
Government Degree College (Boys) Udhampur
with the aim to make the students aware about
the dangers of drug abuse.
The campaign is being organized by the
Department of Psychology and the Center for
Counselling and Mental Health Intervention
Services Under the Aegis of Internal Quality Assurance Cell of the College to mark the celebration of Azadi Ka Amrut Mahotsa.
During the week-long campaign different
types of activities would be held to educate the
students about reasons why youth fall prey to
this grave problem, and the various remedies
and treatments available to patients to reestablish them as active members of the society.
In his message to the students, the Principal
of the College and Patron Dr. Romesh Kumar
Gupta said that youth are at a very important
juncture in their lives, and it is important for
them to invest their attention and energy in
the right direction. He advised the students to
not only give adequate time to their academics,
but also participate in the sports for all round
development of body and mind, and to ward off
dangerous addictions. He lauded the organizing
team for their efforts and said that such programmes are a necessary part of the curriculum
to spread awareness among students and youth.
Dr. Manisha Sarup Kohli, Head, Department of Psychology and Coordinator, Center
for Counselling and Mental Health Intervention
Services, as convener of the workshop while
welcoming and addressing the gathering said
that the framework of the workshop was conceptualized and designed to educate students
and youth about drug addiction, and how to escape falling into its clutches. Dr. Kohli stressed
that awareness is the most powerful weapon
against this deadly affliction, and awareness
of youth, community and society against this

malady will not only help removing drug abuse
from its roots, but also come to the aid of those
who are already addicted, by proving them information regarding available treatments, therapies and medications.
The workshop began a day before with a
group discussion in which faculty members and
over a hundred students participated. Various
issues related to drug addiction, drug abuse and
its treatment were discussed.
Prof. Babu Lal Thakur presided over the
function, whereas Dr. Manisha Sarup Kohli,
Dr. Samta Sharma, Dr. Archana Gupta, Prof.
Reena Bhagat were members of the organizing
committee.
Among faculty members present on the occasion were Dr. Pallavi Bhagat, Prof. Sonia Raj,
Dr. Richa Sharma, Prof. Ayushi Grover and others.
On the second day a symposium was held,
in which thirty students participated and presented their views on drug de-addiction.
Around 150 students and faculty members
attended the programme. After the symposium
an interactive session was held in which doubts
of the student were cleared and a healthy discussion on youth mental health was ensued.
Prof. Gurvinder Verma, Convener, Internal
Quality Assurance Cell presided over the function, while Prof. BL Thakur, Dr. Manisha Sarup
Kohli, Dr. Archana Gupta, Dr.Ravinder Kumar,
Prof. Pradeep Singh, Prof. Sonia Raj, Dr. Anita
Kumari, Dr. Richa Sharma, Dr. Jasmeet Kaur,
Prof. Ayushi Grover and others were also present on the occasion.
Dr. Manisha Sarup Kohli was the convener
of the workshop, whereas Dr. Samta Sharma,
Dr. Archana Gupta, Prof. Reena Bhagat and
Prof. Ayushi Grover were part of the Organizing Team. Student members of the organizing
committee included Prerna, Mohit Verma, Ritik Anand and Mrityunjay.

JKRLM trains 125 women as ‘DIGI-Pay Sakhi’; 2000
villages being covered in first phase

J&K SSB registers highest ever recruitment
in 2021-22, since inception
SRINAGAR, MAY 24: The Chief Secretary,
Dr Arun Kumar Mehta today chaired a meeting to take stock of recruitments being made
through the J&K Public Service Commission, J&K Service Selection Board, J&K Police Recruitment Board and J&K Bank.
The Principal Secretary, General Administration Department and concerned officers
participated in the meeting.
It was informed that among all recruiting
agencies, the Jammu and Kashmir Service
Selection Board has recruited the highest
number of candidates for various departmental posts through a transparent recruitment
process. The figure for the financial year
2021-22 stands at 9,390.
Cumulatively, during 2021-22, a total of
11,434 recruitments were made including
9,390, 561, and 1,483 selections by J&K Service
Selection Board, J&K Public Service Com-

NEWS

Week Long Drug De-Addiction
Campaign begins at GDC Udhampur

ing holistic development of all regions of the
country with emphasis on unattended parts”,
he maintained. "Hitherto neglected regions in
J&K are now experiencing a new era of growth
and development with launch of several initiatives like establishment of AIIMS, IITs, enhanced road and Railway networks, Har Ghar
Nal, Nal Main Jal, 24 hour electricity and otehrs " added the Union Minister.
Union Minister, while responding to issue and concerns raised by the people of the
district, assured that all these grievances and
demands will be taken up at the appropriate
forum for an early redressal.

GDC Ukhral Organizes lecture on “Stock
Market and Mutual Fund”
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has registered the highest ever recruitment
in 2021-22, since its inception by selecting
9,390 candidates. Previously, the J&K Service
Selection Board recruited 8,580 and 8,115 candidates in 2009 and 2015, respectively. Pertinently, during 2019-20 and 2020-21, 3,687 and
1,447 recruitments were made by the Board.
The Chief Secretary impressed upon all
recruiting agencies to ensure transparent
and accountable recruitment process for selecting eligible candidates for various posts
being referred by different departments,
which has been the distinguishing feature
of recent recruitments, providing equal opportunity to all and merit as sole criteria for
selections. They were directed to complete
the respective recruitment cycles in a time
bound manner to optimally augment the human resource requirement of various government offices.

greater transparency even in remotest
of the areas.
Apart from depositing money, the
village population can also avail the benefits of additional banking and financial
services such as Pradhan Mantri Kisan
Maandhan Yojana, registration of Kisan
Credit Card etc, LG added.
Believing that Nari Shakti’s social
and economic independence is the bedrock of any nation’s progress, the J&K
administration has started a mass
movement for socio-economic uplift of
women across the UT. The three new
initiatives of Digi-Pay, Krishi Sakhi
and Pashu Sakhi besides several other
programs of women empowerment
such as Hausla, Tejaswini, UMEED,
Rise Together will further supplement
the efforts of J&K government in empowering women and making them a
key partner in UT’s development journey.
In a first of its kind, J&K government is working to set up Women Industrial Estate at Udhampur Industrial
Estate to further strengthen the Women

Entrepreneurs Ecosystem in J&K.
With increasing female literacy
rate, enhanced access to quality education, encouraging more and more
women to become entrepreneurs and
providing financial support for the uplift of women, Jammu and Kashmir is
now leading in the world of women empowerment.
Meanwhile, Rural Livelihoods Mission, J&K has trained DIGI-Pay Sakhis
in financial services training courses
run by BSE in J&K. The DIGI-Pay Sakhis are also spreading awareness among
rural women to avail maximum benefit
of various central and UT sponsored
schemes.
The Digi-Pay Sakhis are also playing a key role in giving wings to the
dreams of rural women in becoming independent and progressive women, an
official said.
JKRLM is not only training women
associated with Self Help Groups in financial services but is giving them marketing support to sell their goods to the
bigger consumer base online.

3- Days orientation training of youth
volunteers on Investor Awareness, Education
and Protection held at Block Majalta
UDHAMPUR, MAY 24: A three Day Block level orientation training of youth volunteers and members of
youth clubs on “Investors’ Awareness, Education and
Protection” was today organized by Nehru Yuva Kendra Udhampur, Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports,
Government of India here at Panchayat Thalora,
Manwal of Block Majalta.
The objective of the programme is to make the
people aware about various investment schemes, protection from Ponzi schemes and cyber frauds. The 3
day programme was inaugurated by DDC Councillor
Majalta Advocate Amit Sharma in the presence of District Youth Officer Khushal Gupta, SHO Majalta Soham Singh Bandral and other PRIs.
At the outset, the DYO welcomed the chief
guest & other participants and briefed about the objectives of the programme. He added that the event
was being organised in collaboration with IEPFA,
Ministry of Corporate Affairs, aims at sensitising
the youth about Government Securities, Banking
and Insurance, Equities, Mutual Funds and Post Office schemes. He informed that during the three day
training, the resource persons/subject experts will

deliver lectures associated with their respective departments.
Addressing the participants, the DDC Councillor Amit Sharma gave many examples of companies
who lured and looted innocent rural people on the
name of investment and giving huge returns. He advised the youth not to fall in the trap of such fake
people/groups. He also advised them to contact police in case they come across any such suspicious
groups in their villages. He stressed on the need
and importance of volunteerism to spread financial
awareness in the present scenario. He also applauded the work of NYKS and volunteers in making the
people aware about financial management and associated subjects.
In his address, Station House Officer, Soham
Singh gave an awareness lecture on cyber frauds and
its redressal. He sensitized the youth not to share confidential information such as Debit/Credit Card Numbers, OTPs and Passwords with anyone. The resource
person from JK Bank Ishan Gupta gave an awareness
lecture on Government Security and PMs financial
inclusion schemes.

Commissioner Secretary chairs Passing Out Parade of 25 trained foresters
JAMMU, MAY 24: Commissioner Secretary Forest, Ecology and Environment, Sanjeev Verma,
today chaired passing out parade of trainees of
22nd Kashmir Forester’s Training Course, organized by Forest department at Soil Conservation Training School, Miran Sahib.
Principal Chief Conservator of Forests &
HoFF, Dr. Mohit Gera besides other senior officers of the department were present on the
occasion.
Sanjeev Verma was accorded guard of honour followed by passing out parade by the trainees of 22nd Kashmir Forester’s Training Course,
58th Forest Guard Training Course, contingent
of Forest Protection Force and the Brass band
of J&K Police.
Speaking on the occasion, Commissioner
Secretary congratulated the trainees of 22nd
KFC for completing their one year training
course successfully. He also applauded the forest department for successfully managing the

training even during the pandemic period of
COVID-19. He emphasized the trainees for participatory management of forests for future
generations and exhorted them to dedicate
themselves towards protection of green gold of
the UT. He called for effective management of
forests, Non Timber Forest Produce, Firewood
and fodder with active participation of PRIs and
people.
He asked the passed out trainees to gear
up for protection of forests against hazards like
forest fires, encroachments and illegal forest
damage so that the forest wealth is effectively
protected.
Dr. Mohit Gera, while addressing on the occasion, said that the forest frontline staff plays
an important role in meeting the objectives of
J&K Forest Department in forest protection
and their sustainable management. He stressed
on further raising the standards of training for
frontline staff so that the future challenges are

effectively countered in protection of forests. He
spoke in detail about the changing and expanding role of forest frontline staff and highlighted

the importance of PRI and other grass root level
institutions with which the foresters will be
closely working.
He spoke on the specific role of foresters
in protection of forests and in afforestation being undertaken by the department in various
schemes. He highlighted other initiatives of the
department on creation of livelihood, ecotourism, soil and water conservation and exhorted
the passed out officials to work with diligence
and conviction in the field.
Earlier, the dignitaries conferred awards to
the best performing trainees of 22nd KFC.
In academics, Shahid Sultan Bhat (Forester) of Wildlife Division Central, Kashmir secured first position, Rajinder Dev Sharma (Forester) of Nowshera Forest Division and Sandeep
Sharma (Forester) of Poonch Forest Division
shared the second position and Master Dheeraj
Rampaul (Forester) of Wildlife Division, Jammu bagged third position.

In the Endurance Run, Yashbir Singh
Langeh (Forester) of Wildlife Division Kathua
secured first place, Fida Hussain Wani (Forester) of Wildlife Division North Sopore secured
second place and Shahid Sultan Bhat (Forester)
of Wildlife Division, Central Kashmir won the
third place.
Besides, Sandeep Sharma (Forester) of
Poonch Forest Division was declared as Best
Silviculturist and Bukhtiyar Basheer (Forester)
of KFTS Chitternar as all round best trainee.
Earlier, Additional Principal Chief Conservator of Forests Working Plan Research &
Training, Sandeep Kujur, delivered the welcome address while Principal Soil Conservation
Training School, Miran sahib presented the
course report.
Conservator of Forests, Working Plan Circle, Tawheed Ahmad Deva and Naresh Majotra,
moderated the whole programme and presented
the vote of thanks.
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DC Srinagar reviews progress on
implementation of Aspirational Block
Development Programme
SRINAGAR, MAY 24: In order to review the progress made with regard to
implementation of Aspirational Block
Development Programme (ABDP) in
Srinagar District, a meeting was held
under the Chairmanship of the Deputy
Commissioner (DC) Srinagar, Mohammad Aijaz Asad at Meeting Hall of DC
Office Complex here today.
At the outset, the DC took a detailed review of the sector wise activities being carried out by the concerned
Departments in Harwan and Khonmoh
Blocks of Srinagar District taken up
under Aspirational Block Development
Programme based on 10 performance
indicators covering various aspects
including Poverty, Health & Nutrition
Education and Basic Infrastructure development of the concerned Block.
The DC exhorted upon the officers of line and works departments to
work in coordinated manner for effective implementation of the programme
on ground. He directed the officers to
reconcile all data so that realistic information is submitted to avoid any
mismatch.
The DC directed for reviewing
the progress achieved under the pro-

gramme fortnightly to ensure its effective implementation and proper monitoring for yielding desired results. He
also emphasised on active involvement
of local people in better implementation of the programme at grassroots
level. He said the Aspirational Block
Development Programme is a timeline

based programme and requires execution of all activities at a fast pace.
The DC said the Government has
rolled out Aspirational Block Development Programme (ABDP) with an aim
to ensure expeditious improvement
in the Socio-Economic status of most
backward Blocks across the J&K.

The DC also called for fulfilling all
quantifiable indicators under Aspirational Block Development Programme
to undertake developmental activities
in each identified Block in the District.
He further asked the concerned Departments to adopt best practices so as to
get tangible results on ground in a time
bound manner.
The DC directed all line Departments to fill the gaps and look into
achieving 100 percent saturation of
individual beneficiary schemes by improving performance indicators so that
the target is achieved in a time bound
manner.
Earlier, during the meeting, the
DC was apprised about the progress
achieved so far by different allied Departments in different key parameters.
Chief Planning Officer, Assistant
Commissioner Development, Chief Education Officer, District Social Welfare
Officer, Chief Medical officer, Chief
Agriculture Officer, District Panchayat
Officer, Chief Animal Husbandry Officer, Executive Engineer I&FC, Lead
Bank Manager, Block Development
Officers besides other concerned were
present in the meeting.

land and encroachments adding that
it is the responsibility of the Revenue
department to safeguard the state land
from encroachers. He said state land
is being used for developing public assets and institutions.
The DC stressed the need for updation of jamabandis and asked officers to submit updated statement. He
asked officers to regulate the presence of field functionaries including
Patwaris in their respective jurisdictions.
Earlier,CommisC got feedback
and present status of all revenue matters as per the agenda. It was informed
that 18226 kanal state land and 21806
kanal of Kachcharie land has been
evicted from encroachers in the district.
The DC directed all Revenue Officers to remove all encroachments
from state land as well as Kachcharie land within one month adding
that all record stands available tehsil
wise with concerned officers and they
should play proactive role to remove
the encouragement.
The DC was informed that Jamabandis of all 379 villages of the district
are updated. While as, Fard-i-Partal
stands maintained in each Patwar
halqa.
Regarding Girdawari, the DC
was informed that out of 379 villages,

Girdawaris of 222 villages are updated.
While as rest of the villages is in progress.
The Deputy Commissioner directed the concerned to complete the
process within a month.
Reviewing the maintaining of Roznamcha Waqati, the Deputy Commissioner directed to strictly write down/
maintain the register and ensure that
all activities whatsoever happen in
their jurisdiction should be recorded
meticulously in the Roznamcha. He
asked them to register any illicit
crop cultivation including poppy, encroachment and other things should
be recorded in the Roznamcha.
The Deputy Commissioner also
directed all Revenue Officers to submit the information regarding cultivation of any illicit crop including poppy
to his office within 3 days so that the
drug menace and illicit crop cultivation is completely eradicated from the
district.
The Deputy Commissioner also
directed that every Tehsildar should
register 5 mutations in a month. He
also asked them to complete Rabbi
Girdawari of current financial year by
30th of this month.
Reviewing the issues of migrant
property, the Deputy Commissioner
was informed that no migrant verification case is pending in the district.

SANJY-2022: Training for youth volunteers
begins at ITI, Anantnag
ANANTNAG, MAY 24: The
training for as many as 360
youth volunteers commenced
today at ITI Anantnag who shall
be deployed enroute the Holy
Cave in a supervisory and monitoring role related to sanitation
and assistance of yatries.
The first batch of 90 trainees
from Khoveripora attended the training
today. As part of the training, the Additional Deputy Commissioner (ADC) Anantnag, Ghulam Hassan Sheikh briefed
the participants with basic information
about SANJY-2022. He discussed the
route maps with the participants in detail outlining their responsibilities. He
exhorted them to perform their duties
with vigour and enthusiasm and ensure
that they utilize this training to equip
themselves with necessary skills for the
task at hand.
ACP Anantnag discussed the duties

accorded to the volunteers during the
yatra. He said that they must develop
a keen eye and spot assistance requirements. Further, in case any facilities are
not functional as per requirement, the
same shall be reported to the officer in
charge at the earliest.
DSP DAR spoke to the attendees
about basics of disaster management. He
said that a disaster strikes unexpectedly
so they must be well equipped to tackle
such eventualities. He said that since
they will be deployed along the route,
their swift actions will be unparalleled

in mitigating the losses in case
of any disaster.
Basics of rescue operations
were discussed and queries
raised by the volunteers were
addressed by the speaker. The
volunteers were also apprised of
the location of various Disaster
Mitigation Center established
enroute. A team of health officials demonstrated the basics of first aid. The volunteers were taught how to attend to injuries.
They were also informed about various
Do's and Don’ts in case of any emergencies
and appropriate first response measures.
Meanwhile, the training programme is being held in 4 batches with
90 trainees participating in each batch.
The trainings will be held from 24th of
May till 27th of May with volunteers
from Khoveripora, Dachnipora, Pahalgam and NYK members being trained on
the respective days.

Government of Jammu & Kashmir

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF HORTICULTURE OFFICER BARAMULLA

BANDIPORA, MAY 24: The District Development Commissioner (DDC) Bandipora, Dr. Owais Ahmed today reviewed Jal
Jeevan Mission in a meeting held in the
conference Hall of Mini Secretariat, here.
The meeting was attended by Chairman District Development Council Bandipora Ab Gani Bhat, Vice Chairman
District Development Council Kousar
Shafeeq, DDC Members, ADDC Bandipora Ali Afsar Khan, ACD Bandipora,
ACP Bandipora, Joint Director Planning, SE Jal Shakti, BDCs and Ex. Engineers of Jal Shakti Department besides
other senior officers of the District.
At the outset, the DDC reviewed
the status of under construction Water
schemes, DPRs, tendering, work allotments of all JJM works.
Dr. Owais took detailed review of
estimations, tendering, allotments for
construction of filtration plants, reservoirs and laying of pipelines and other

Email; horticulturebaramulla@gmail.com

AUCTION NOTICE

DIPK:2563/22

The meeting was further informed
that 13 borewells are under process of
allotment and 25 Rapid Sand Filtration
Plants are under financial evaluation.
Speaking on the occasion, the DDC
urged PRI members to monitor all
works for effective implementation of
schemes and asked the concerned to
execute and implement plans without
delay.
He urged PRI members to be active
and coordinate with the Jal Shakti Department for effective implementation
of the Jal Jeevan Mission.
He stressed to resolve all issues and
remove all bottlenecks well in time.
Dr. Owais stressed on rejuvenation
of existing sources of water supply besides developing new sources.
Dr. Owais further directed that the
IEC campaign be also intensified to create awareness about JJM implementation.

TelNo.01933-241228 FaxNo.01933-241228

e-NIT NO: O&M/Pul/05 of 2022-23, dated:23-05-2022 INVITATION: For and on behalf of the Lieutenant Governor of the UT of Jammu and Kashmir, the Executive Engineer (Distribut ion), KPDCL, O&M Division Pulwama ,
hereinafter referred as 'Employer', invites online e-bids from reputed Companies or Class 'A' registered contractors for "Augmentation of 25KVA Substation by
63KVA near JK Bank and Installation of 04 No. LT Poles near PHC at Pinglena " on turnkey basis under BDC Grants 2022-23.
1.

2.

Bidders are advised to study the Bidding Document carefully. Submission of e-Bid against this SBD shall be deemed to have been done after
careful/conscious study and examination of the procedures, terms and conditions of the Standard Bidding Document with full understanding of its
implications.
The tender document is available at website http://jktenders.gov.in. Interested Bidders may view, download the e-Bid document, seek clarification and
submit their e-Bid online up to the date and time mentioned in the table below:

1

e-bid submission start date and time

23.05.2022; (1:00 PM onwards)

2

e-bid submission end date and time

05.06.2022; (upto 02:00 PM)

3

Commercial and Technical Bid opening date & time

06.06.2022; 02:00 PM

4

Online financial e-Bid opening date & time (Only of the technically qualified
Bidders)

Any date convenient to tender opening authority after
evaluation of technical bids in the office of undersigned.

Venue of opening of techno-commercial Bids

Office of the Executive Engineer, O&M Division Pulwama, Kashmir
Pin Code 192301 Address near DC office Pulwama kashmir

Tender Value

Rs. 4.28 lacs

Cost of e-Bid document

Rs. 400/- (Rupees Four thousand only) (Non-Refundable)

Amount of Earnest Money Deposit (EMD)

Rs.8560

5
6
7

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Sd/Chief Horticulture Officer
Baramulla (Sopore)

related works
The meeting was informed that
Bandipora has 46370 households with
tap water supply in rural homes and
16638 households shall be connected
to tap water supply under different
schemes.
The chair was apprised that for
Bandipora district 120 DPRs has been
framed and district has proposed 1287.10
km pipe network for Bandipora Hydraulic Division, 504.41 km pipe network for
Hydraulic Division Sopore and 179.37
kms for Special Sub Division Gurez.
The meeting was informed that
Under Jal Jeevan mission district has
proposed a plan of 440.38 Crs which comprises 17 bore wells 66 Springs and 63
Nallah as source Development. The proposed plan also includes 31 lift stations,
16 slow sand filtration plants, 39 Rapid
Sand filtration plants and a 1970.88 km
pipe network.

Email: xenedpulwama@gmail.com

8

An open auction of fruit crop for the Nurseries of Pattan, Kralweth,Pattan Ext, and Uriof district Baramullais
scheduled to be conducted on 31st May, 2022 at 11.00 AM on spot in presence of auction committee
constituted by this office. All the interested parties /persons are informed to participate in the auction
proceedings at the specified venue (Pattan Extension) on scheduled date and time with following terms
and conditions.
1. The interested bidders shall have to deposit the auction amount of Rs 10000/-(Ten thousand only)
in the form of CASH or CDRdrawn on anyscheduled bank in Kashmir and pledge in favour of Chief
Horticulture Officer, Baramulla-Soporefor participation in the auction proceedings.
2. The successful bidder shall have to deposit the entire auction amount in one installment in the office
of Chief Horticulture Officer, Baramulla (Sopore)along with notarized agreement within seven days.
3. The committee reserves the right to accept or reject the bid offered, without providing any reasons
to the participants.
For further details please contact the office of the undersigned or Horticulture Dev. Officer of Fruit Plant
Nursery Pattan, Kralweth,Pattan Ext, and Uri during office hours.
No. CHO/Bla/Nry/2022-23/

ment of roads and ensure their timely
completion so that people are benefitted.
He also asked them to incorporate
the developmental plans for road widening, upgradation and macadamization
proposed for actual requirements of the
public.
The DDC further asked them to conduct joint site visits particularly in rural
and far-flung areas of the district for on
spot plan preparation and authorization.
He emphasized on early completion of all
the approved projects.
He also stressed on regular monitoring of works by the concerned executing agencies. He further enjoined upon
concerned officers and agencies to work
with dedication so that all developmental targets are achieved.
The DDC directed the Tehsildars
to monitor the ongoing developmental
works well in their respective tehsils to
facilitate the people with best road connectivity.

Office of the Executive Engineer, Operation and
Maintenance (O&M) Division, Pulwama

HORTICULTURE COMPLEX NEAR BUS STAND NOWPORA ROAD SOPORE
PIN: 193201, TELE/FAX:- 01954-222292,

SHOPIAN, MAY 24: The District Development Commissioner (DDC) Shopian,
Sachin Kumar Vaishya today chaired a
meeting of Officers at Mini Secretariat,
here to review the progress of developmental works being executed under NABARD for the year 2022-23 in the district.
During the meeting, detailed discussion was held with regard to physical and financial progress of the works
taken up under NABARD component
by R&B in congruence with the developmental needs of the district.
On the occasion, the DDC was apprised about the present status of various ongoing projects and was given
feedback about physical and financial
status of all the works taken up in current fiscal.
While reviewing the works being executed under NABARD for year 2022-23,
the DDC directed the concerned Officers
and Engineers to speed up the pace of all
approved works taken up for develop-

DDC B'pora reviews Jal Jeevan Mission in district

Khalid Jahangir chairs Revenue Officers meet at Kupwara
KUPWARA, MAY 24: The Deputy Commissioner (DC) Kupwara,
Khalid Jahangir today convened a
meeting with Revenue officers of
the district comprising ADC Kupwara, ADC Handwara, SDM Lolab,
SDM Karnah, Tehsildars and Naib
Tehsildars.
The DC asked the officers to play a
proactive role in the field in resolving
public grievances. He directed them to
remain punctual in their offices and
duty places to serve the public and
make public delivery system more
vibrant. He said that the Revenue department is the backbone of administration and its functionaries have
greater responsibilities to take care of
at grassroots level.
He said the officials of the Revenue department are the frontline
workers of the administration, as
such needs to be very prompt and responsive. He said that the revenue officials shall keep themselves familiar
with their duties and make repeated
exercise that they belong to the department which is directly connected with
the public.
He added that every citizen has a
concern with the Revenue department
and has expectation of getting timely
and quality services.
Khalid Jahangir asked the officers
to keep close vigil of the Government

DDC Shopian reviews Developmental
Works Under NABARD

The bidder/tenderer needs to submit the cost of e-Bid document in the government treasury under MH 0801-PDD and upload the challan/receipt as
proof of cost of tender document. Any tender uploaded without the scanned copy of the challan/receipt is liable to be rejected..
Bidders must quote for all the particulars of the item in the Technical Bid and in the price schedule/BOQ of financial bid. The bids of Bidders who will
not quote for all the particulars for any item in technical and financial bids shall be liable to be rejected at the discretion of the Employer keeping in
view the interest of the KPDCL.
All the e-Bids must be accompanied by the scanned copy of EMD in the form of CDR/FDR/Bank Guarantee only from any Nationalized/Scheduled bank
only pledged to Executive Engineer O&M Division (KPDCL) Pulwama . No Interest shall be payable on Earnest Money deposited with the Department.
a.
The hard copy of original instrument of EMD is required to be submitted by the successful bidder to the office of Executive Engineer, O&M
Division Pulwama prior to the issuance of Letter of award only.
b.
The date and time of opening of Financial-Bids shall be notified on Web ite http://jktenders.gov.in.
The Financial-bids shall be opened accordingly online on the same Web Site.
. The e-Bids will be electronically opened in the presence of Bidder's representatives, who choose to attend at the venue, date and time mentioned in
the above table. An authority letter of Bidder's/OEM representative will be required to be produced.
The Engineer O&M Division (KPDCL) Pulwama reserves the right to cancel any or all the e-Bids/ the e-Bid process without assigning any reason thereof
if any major lapse/deviation is found. The decision of the Engineer O&M Division (KPDCL) Pulwama will be final and binding.
In the event of date specified for e-Bids opening being declared a holiday for KPDCL office then the due date for opening of e-Bids shall be the
following working day at the appointed time and place.
All the required documents excluding Price Schedule/BOQ should be uploaded by the e-Bidders electronically in the PDF format, whereas Price
Schedule/BOQ should be uploaded electronically in the same BOQ sheet provided with the SBD.
To participate in e-bidding process, Bidders have to get 'Digital Signature Certificate (DSC)' as per Information Technology Act-2000, to participate in
online bidding.
Other details can be seen in the bidding documents.

DIPK-NB:1104/22

sdExecutive Engineer
O&M Division Pulwama
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'Top Gun' Tom Cruise
engages in dogfight with
'The Late Late Show' host
James Corden
D

Los Angeles, May 24: Hollywood
star Tom Cruise recently took 'The
Late Late Show' host James Corden
aboard a plane in a special video,
four years after he asked the latter
to jump out of one, reports 'Deadline'.
The actor picked up Corden,
who revealed he was leaving the
late-night world in April, for a oncein-a-lifetime trip to the desert, piloting him in a vintage fighter plane

for the afternoon. In the video, Tom
can be heard saying, "I'm very excited that James is doing this. Was
he the first late-night show I asked?
Hell, no. He was just the first one
the only one who said yes."
As per 'Deadline', Cruise and
Corden then ended up in a dogfight
in the classic plane. Just when Corden thinks he's survived, Cruise informs him the two will be going up
again - this time in a jet fit for mod-

ern aerial warfare. First, however,
is the Top Gun training. "You are
my goose," says Cruise. "When you
say I am your Goose, it makes me
feel excited and then I realize that
Goose dies at the end of the film,"
replies Corden.
Corden, who is better known
for driving with celebrities in cars
around LA rather than planes in
the desert, and Cruise do get to bust
out a few bars of Kenny Loggins'

classic Top Gun tune Danger Zone
during their overnight campfire
stay.
"This is crazy," says Corden,
not underplaying the situation,
which makes for a perfect Late
Late Show viral segment. "You can
be my wingman, anytime," concludes Cruise as they disembark.
"You know what? I think I'm good,"
laughs Corden.

SHOWBIZ

Nivin Pauly-starrer
'Padavettu'
theatrical release on
Sept 2
Mumbai, May 24: Malayalam film
'Padavettu', which stars Nivin Pauly,
Shine Tom Chacko, Aditi Balan,
Shammi Thilakan, Manoj Omen and
Remya Suresh will arrive in theatres
on September 2.
The film has been written and
directed by Liju Krishna, who makes
his directorial debut with this political
thriller.
Sharing his excitement on the
film's release date announcement, actor Nivin Pauly said in a statement,
"This film is very close to my heart and
the entire cast and crew is excited beyond words that the film will reach the
theatres in September. This is a story
about hope, resurgence and courage
and I am sure the film will be received
with a lot of love by the audience."
"This is a political drama, but it is
also about the thread of humanity that
connects us all. It also brings to the
fore, the triumph of the human spirit
in the face of great oppression. The
film may be set in north Kerala, but its
theme has a universality that makes it
relatable at multiple levels", he added.
The film is a co-production between Yoodlee Films (film production
wing of Saregama) and Sunny Wayne.
Commenting on the occasion, Siddharth Anand Kumar, Vice President,
Films & Events at Saregama India,
said, "We are proud of making a film
like 'Padavettu' that shows us the protagonist's journey from zero to hero in
a believable way. Nivin is exceptional
in the film and his performance is allencompassing. This film will prove to
be another milestone in our journey
across the regional content space and
I know the audiences will really connect with it."
Explaining the essence of his
film, director Liju Krishna said, "'Padavettu' endeavours to portray the
relentless pursuit of the layman, the
oppressed section of society who is in
a constant struggle to reclaim their
unique identity and rightful place in a
world meant for all."
He further mentioned, "As long as
humans exist, this fight for survival
will continue. Because when there is
conflict there will be struggle and at
the end of that road will be survival!
'Padavettu' visualises the aspirations,
pain and joy of life in an idyllic village
in north Kerala."
Liju was earlier arrested from
the sets of his debut film for allegedly
sexually abusing a woman, in March
this year. The woman had taken to
Facebook to share her plight and bring
the matter to light.
The film's co-producer Sunny
Wayne spoke about the new horizons
that Malayalam cinema is touching, "Malayalam cinema has seen an
unprecedented surge in the past few
years and Yoodlee's support to a film
like 'Padavettu' will further expand its
reach across the country."
"Nivin Pauly's performance in the
film must be seen to be believed and
Shine Tom Chacko, Aditi and the rest of
the cast is brilliant as well. We are very
happy that the film will now reach the
audience on September 2 around Onam.
We are looking forward to a great festive
opening," he concluded.

Mohammad Nazim
looks back as 'Tera
Mera Saath Rahe'
completes 200
episodes
Mumbai, May 24: Actor Mohammad
Nazim is popularly known for portraying the lead character Ahem in the
show 'Saath Nibhaana Saathiya'.
His chemistry with Gia Manek
in the show was highly appreciated
by the fans and its audience. The duo
made a comeback as an on-screen couple with the show 'Tera Mera Saath
Rahe' which recently completed 200
episodes.
Talking about the same, he says: "I
am very excited and happy about the
fact that our show Tera Mera Saath
Rahe has completed 200 episodes"
Furthermore, he adds: "Every artist wants their work to be loved and
appreciated by the audience and this
proves that our show is being loved
by the audience. I always wanted our
show to make a place for itself in the
audience's mind and now that the
show has completed 200 episodes I
hope one day it completes 2,000 episodes because our show has the potential required for it to happen."

Alia Bhatt's debut as producer 'Darlings' set for OTT release
Mumbai, May 24 : The much-awaited multistarrer film 'Darlings' that features Alia Bhatt,
Shefali Shah, Vijay Varma among others and
is also the debut production of Alia is all set to
be released on Netflix.
The film is directed by Jasmeet K. Reen
and brings together noted music composer
and director Vishal Bharadwaj and famed
lyricist Gulzar.
Talking about her first film coming from
her production house Eternal Sunshine, Alia
said, "'Darlings' holds a very special place in
my heart, it's my first film as a producer that

too with Red Chillies. We are very proud and
happy how the film has shaped up and we
hope it will entertain and engage audiences
the world over."
Director Jasmeet said, "I couldn't have
asked for a better feature film debut, working
with a pool of versatile and talented actors has
been an absolute pleasure. I am delighted that
Red Chillies and Eternal Sunshine are taking
the film across the globe with Netflix."
The film is produced by Gauri Khan, Alia
Bhatt and Gaurav Verma.
Talking about the collaboration, producer

and COO, Red Chillies Entertainment, Gaurav
Verma shared, "A script nurtured inhouse,
and later produced with the incredible Alia,
and supported by a stellar cast in Shefali Shah,
Vijay Varma and Roshan Mathew, helmed
by Jasmeet, who has lot of promise, Darlings
is very special to all of us. Gulzar Saab and
Vishal Ji have given soul to the film with the
songs. We couldn't have asked for more. I cannot wait for the audience to finally see the
film."
The release date of the film will soon be
announced.
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Bordering China, Myanmar,
Bhutan, Arunachal has huge potential
for trade: Khandu
Itanagar, May 24: Arunachal
Pradesh Chief Minister Pema Khandu on Tuesday asserted that the state
has huge domestic and international
potential for trade as it shares borders with Tibet (China), Myanmar
and Bhutan.
He said in tandem with the Central government's focus on "Neighbourhood First Policy", the state's
trade relations can be further improved by using connectivity links
like Pangsau Pass (with Myanmar) in
the east and Lumla-Tashigang road
(with Bhutan) in the west.
"By 2047, we should aim to make
Arunachal Pradesh as a 'Gateway
of Trade' with our neighbours," he
said in his address at the inaugural
session of the one-day International
Buyer Seller Meet (IBSM) at the DK
Convention Centre here.
The IBSM is being held for the
second time in Arunachal Pradesh
by the Agricultural and Processed
Food Products Export Development
Authority (APEDA), an apex body of
Ministry of Commerce, to promote
exports of potential agricultural
and processed food products from
Arunachal Pradesh and provide
market linkage to producers. The
first IBSM was held here in 2019 in
Arunachal Pradesh.
Lauding APEDA for organising
the 'all important' meet in the state,
Khandu suggested focussing on developing three types of markets on a
long term goal - short, medium, and
long distance markets.
The 'short distance markee', he
said, is the existing market within
the state, which needs to be further
strengthened by roping in the Indian
Army and paramilitary forces, who
are posted in the state in huge numbers, as potential buyers.

"While under the 'middle distance
market' we can work on developing
markets with rest of the country
including states in the northeast,
we need to explore and open marketing avenues with neighboring
countries," he said. Emphasising on
the need to promote sustainable and
organic agriculture in the state, the
Chief Minister informed with only
17 persons per square km population density, Arunachal Pradesh
has huge stretches of fertile land for
cultivation. "From the foothills to the
snow-clad mountains, we have all
the weather conditions suitable for
agriculture and horticulture products. And as we are geographically
the largest state in the northeast, we
have ample scope to focus and im-

prove in this sector," he said.
He said that his government's basic focus is on building an 'AtmaNirbhar Arunachal Pradesh' by strengthening agriculture and allied sectors,
enhancing the quality of output and
improving livelihoods of the dependent population.
"By launching Atma Nirbhar Krishi Yojana and Atma Nirbhar Bagwani Yojana - two unique schemes
wherein of the total project cost 40
per cent is borne by the state government, 40 per cent provided as credit
linkage from banks and only 20 per
cent contributed by the farmer - we
aim to make Arunachal self-sufficient in food grains and emerge as
fruit bowl of the country."
Underscoring the importance of

Imperative to work on
ground water replenishment:
Jal Shakti Minister
New Delhi, May 24: Asserting
that India has the highest dependency on ground water resources
in the world, Union Jal Shakti
Minister Gajendra Singh Shekhawat on Tuesday said it is now imperative to work on ground water
replenishment and asked the industry to help conserve water not
just in their own sector but also
in and arohnd them.
"India has the highest dependency on ground water resources
in the world, much ahead of China and the US and the government is taking steps to replenish
the dipping water table in the
country," he said at an interactive session on 'Water Stewardship: Key to Sustainability in
India', organised by the PHD
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (PHDCCI) here.
"Water plays a very important
role in the economic development of any country. If we examine the economic growth graph of
the country, it exhibits a similar
pattern with its energy and water
consumption," he added.
Shekhawat called for three
important steps to be taken by
the industry. First and foremost, work for replenishment of
groundwater, secondly, it needs
to go for recycle and reuse of
water and lastly, he advised industry to encourage agriculture
around the industry to save water by adopting drip irrigation.
"By using drip irrigation,

even if we save 10 per cent, then
we would not need to worry for
next 50 years," he said.
Earlier, the Minister awarded
'Certificates of Appreciation' to
several private companies, Rotary Clubs and some individuals.
He also released a report on 'Ease
of Doing Business for the MSME
sector in India: Percolating
EODB Reforms at Factory Level'.
PHD
Rural
Development
Foundation Foundation (RDF)
Chairman and former PHDCCI
President Sharad Jaipuria said

that when the RDF was set up
in 1981, the idea was to act as a
catalyst and facilitate people to
achieve self-reliance and help
in the integration of national
schemes. "We (RDF) are working
in 14 states and have undertaken
initiatives, which have helped
more than 6.5 lakh people," he
said. Answering the appeal by
Shekhawat to work on ground
water replenishment, Jaipuria
said the Foundation has helped
in setting up 300 check dams in
the last two years.

Remove harmonium from Golden
Temple, says Akal Takht
Chandigarh, May 24: Akal
Takht Jathedar Giani Harpreet
Singh has asked the Shiromani
Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee (SGPC) to remove the harmonium from the holiest of Sikh
shrines, Harmandir Sahib, popularly known as Golden Temple, in
Amritsar, as it is not part of the
authentic Sikh traditions.
As per the highest temporal
seat of Sikhs, the harmonium
is an instrument with colonial
roots and was introduced in India
by the British.
It has urged that the harmoniums be replaced in three years
with traditional string instruments during kirtans.
However, Sikh scholars strike
differing notes. They say in modern times there is a shortage of
traditional string instrument
players.
Also the 'sangat' or devotees,

who used to enjoy hymns on the
tunes of harmonium will not enjoy that melody they are used to.
Also it will be almost impossible for the SGPC, considered a
mini-parliament of Sikh religious
affairs as it has control over Sikh
religious affairs, manages gurdwaras in Punjab, Haryana, and
Himachal Pradesh, to arrange
players of traditional string instruments.
Every day, the 'Gurbani kirtan' in the Golden Temple lasts
for over 20 hours. For that there
is need of at least 15 hymn singers to sing about 31 ragas. Only
five of them have the experience
to perform on string instruments.
To overcome the shortage,
Gurmat Sangeet departments
in SGPC-runs colleges have recently started training in string
instruments.

"It was blissful when harmonium was not in use by raagis,"
says a Punjabi University professor who specialises in Gurmat
Sangeet.
However, critics see banishing the harmonium a travesty.
They say listen to 'raag kirtan'
with string instruments and "you
will know the difference".
"While the instrument (harmonium) may not have originated in India, it found a second
life in India. Ghazals, qawwalis,
Hindustani music and Bollywood
music have used the harmonium
generously," wrote a critic on
Twitter.
Another critic wrote: "Interesting call for how kirtan is
performed in Harmandir Sahib.
Also very necessary is allowing
women to perform as well. That
women are being blocked from
this is a travesty."
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GI (Geographical Indication) tag,
which has become a powerful tool to
depict the uniqueness and distinct
characteristic of the product, while
competing in the international market, Khandu requested the departments concerned to persue GI tagging of products in coordination with
APEDA.
"Our Arunachal oranges have received GI tag. We are the largest producers of Kiwi in the country and we
have started exporting several other
fruits. In order to popularise unique
products from the state, we should
work towards identifying more such
local products from agri-horti, textiles and handloom sectors which can
be GI tagged," he suggested.
******

Nitish Kumar's dream project 80%
failed, says Bihar Assembly Speaker
Patna, May 24: Amid souring relations between ruling allies Janata
Dal-United and Bharatiya Janata
Party, Bihar Assembly Speaker Vijay Kumar Sinha on Tuesday said
that 80 per cent of Chief Minister
Nitish Kumar's dream project "Har
Ghar Nal Ka Jal" programme has
failed in the state.
Visiting his home district Lakhisarai, he said: "We have received
reports that 80 per cent of households where 'Har Ghar Nal Ka Jal'
were facilitated in the state, these
arrangements are either partially
completed or shut. In some places,
it required repair work. Issues related to installation of water tanks,
and pipelines also appeared before
us. The overall situation is extremely bad."
"Har Ghar Nal Ka Jal" is a pet
project of Nitish Kumar. It comes
under "Saat Nishchay Yojana"
(Seven Point Programme) of the
state government with an idea to
provide water to every household
in rural and urban areas.
Sinha, who is of the BJP, also asserted that the law and order situation is also at the lowest level in

Bihar.
"The state government is used
to transferring SPs, DSPs and other
officers from one place to another.
Such moves will not address the
law and order situation in Bihar.
It needs to break the mindset of the
people. The honest officers are getting sidelined and corrupt officers
are deployed on the key areas of the
ground. I will personally talk to the
DGP and Chief Secretary to avoid
giving protection to them," he said.

Over 80% of India's youngsters get vax
first dose, total coverage 192.65 cr
New Delhi, May 24: With more than 11
lakh vaccine doses administered, India's
Covid-19 vaccination coverage crossed
192.65 crore On Tuesday evening, as per
the Union Health Ministry report.
"Young India is taking the world's
largest vaccination drive to new
heights! Over 80% of youngsters between 15-18 age group have received
the first dose of COVID-19 vaccine,"
Union Health Minister Mansukh Mandaviya said in a tweet.
As per the report, a total of
5,92,60,091 first doses of vaccines and
4,50,76,824 second doses have been ad-

ministered among the age bracket of
15 to 18 years so far. In another tweet,
Mandaviya said that over 70 per cent
of teenagers between 12-14 age bracket
have also received the first dose of vaccine. "Another feather in the cap of
the world's largest & most successful
vaccination drive! Over 70% of youngsters between the 12-14 age group have
received the 1st dose of COVID19 vaccine". The Health Ministry report also
said that a total of 3,31,52,453 first dose
and 1,47,75,851 second doses of vaccines
have been administered so far among
the age bracket of 12 to 14 years.

Priyanka to be driving force for election
management as task force meets
New Delhi, May 24: The Congress on Tuesday announced the
formation of three committees
in the run up to the elections.
The Task Force-2024 met at the
AICC office and deliberated on
the issue. The Political Affairs
Group will advise the Congress
President on key political issues
including appointments.
The political affairs group is
likely to function as the parliamentary board or a core group
as the dissidents had demanded revival of the parliamentary
board to take key party decisions. With Rahul on board,
party president Sonia Gandhi
has to ensure that advice from
him will be given more weightage. Rahul's key aide K C Venu-

gopal has also been kept in the
two committees.
The task force will look after
election management till 2024
which means it will be more

Will fight
attempts of
Centre to
target my
father through
me: Karti
Chidambaram
Chennai, May 24: Congress leader
and Lok Sabha member from Sivaganga constituency in Tamil Nadu,
Karti P Chidambaram on Tuesday
said he would fight the motivated
attempts of the central government
to target his father through him.
He is the son of former Union
Minister and senior Congress leader P. Chidambaram.
In a statement posted on his
Twitter handle, Karti Chidambaram referring to the Central
Bureau of Investigation (CBI) raid
and the first information report
(FIR) against him and his chartered
accountant said he was not associated with the visa issue directly,
indirectly, vicariously or even telepathically.
Recently the CBI had conducted
raids at 10 locations across the
country including the houses of
former Union Home Minister Chidambaram and Karti Chidambaram.
Later, the CBI had arrested
Karti Chidambaram's chartered accountant S. Bhaskaraman.
Denying any relationship with
the companies mentioned in the
FIR, Karti Chidambaram said: "I
say with certainty that I have never
facilitated even a single Chinese in
their visa process, let alone 250."

dependent on Priyanka Gandhi
who along with former IPAC
member Sunil Kanugolu will
be the driving force on election
issues while senior members

like P Chidambaram and Jairam Ramesh may look after
the alliance issues which is the
major hurdle within the UPA
and the like minded parties. In
the absence of Ahmed Patel the
Congress lacks an experienced
hand to talk to potential allies.
In Task Force-2024, Mukul
Wasnik, K.C. Venugopal, Ajay
Maken and Randeep Singh Surjewala are members.
A statement from the party
said, "Each member of the Task
Force shall be assigned specific
tasks related to organisation,
communications and media,
outreach, finance and election
management. They shall have
designated teams which will be
notified subsequently.

BKU meeting on
May 29 to discuss rifts,
other issues
New Delhi, May 24: The Bharatiya
Kisan Union (BKU) that played a key role
during the farmers' agitation against the
now repealed three agriculture laws, and
rose as an influential force in the process,
also had to deal with internal bickering
that eventually went on to cause a split.
The organisation's leaders, however,
did not come out in the open to express
their differences then as it would have
weakened the farmers movement.
Both brothers -- Rakesh Tikait and
Naresh Tikait -- have been accused of
drifting away from the ideology of late
Chaudhary Mahendra Singh Tikait due
to which the famers are "facing problems". At the same time, some leaders of
the BKU as well as the Khap Chaudharies
(leaders) have accused the government of
"creating troubles" to split the BKU into
two.
Meanwhile, some Khap leaders have
also expressed displeasure with the Gathwala Khap.
Keeping all this in mind, an all-Khap
meeting has been called on May 29 by
Rakesh and Naresh Tikait to discuss all
the differences and issues -- especially
the glaring ones, including the subject of
centralisation in the BKU.
Besides, a new strategy is also likely
to be worked out to strengthen the BKU
with the aim to avoid any such (current) differences from surfacing in the
future.
The BKU is also expected to form a
committee at the district level that would
appoint the presidents, and also honour
the people working for the organisation.
Some BKU leaders are of the opinion
that those who have worked and struggled for the organisation have not been
given "proper respect", and that is being
touted as one of the reasons behind the
growing anger towards the BKU during

the movement, and its eventual split into
two groups.
There is another stream of thought in
the BKU that wants the party to contest
Assembly elections. However, keeping
the previous track record in mind, some
"serious doubts" were expressed.
On May 14, some of the upset leaders
met the party's National Spokesperson
Naresh Tikait. In the closed-door meeting, the message was conveyed to Tikait
that some people want to part ways with
the organisation. However, Tikait had
appealed to them not to come up with any
"new group".
A consensus was reached during the
meeting on May 14 that an announcement on the BKU splitting into two would
not be made on May 15, and a meeting
would be held again after a week to find
a solution to the issue. However, on May
15, in a sudden late night development,
the split finally happened, and the organisation ceased to remain one single unit.
According to some sources, some people still want the organisation to remain
one. The meeting on May 29 is deemed
crucial keeping all these factors, issues
and differences in mind.
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Gyanvapi: Court must follow law not faith
Ashutosh Varshney
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QUAD —- India is set to
show its regional power

T

he occasion of the launch of the Indo-Pacific Economic Framework in Tokyo has been a historic
moment for India as now the stage has been set for
it to put across its strength and the important role which
it can play in the Indo-Pacific region along with 12 other
countries which are not only important but also play a
great role in ensuring a balance in the global economic
structure.
While there has been an implicit message conveyed
through the body language of Prime Minister Modi, the
launch of the initiative is majorly aimed at countering the
influence of China in the region which not only does the
US want to maintain its upper hand in global economics,
but at the same time, India also wants to be part of collectives measures taken in this regard by the world powers
who are trying hard to limit China’s military as well as
economic influence.
The Economic Framework can be seen as a step two of
the QUAD, while the QUAD has already put in place the
necessary defense alliances to counter China militarily,
the Economic Framework is aimed to cover the other leg,
ensuring total influence in the region, pushing China out.
In all this, while other countries will be able to play a minimal role, India can go way ahead and prove its capability,
particularly in terms of its role in regional economics.
Like a great leader who believes in putting across his
point with great impact and weight, PM Modi also made
several points during the occasion in Tokyo which was
attended by many leaders. He was clear and bold to state
that for the effectiveness of the framework, there is a need
for trust, transparency, and timeliness. The initiative of
the Indo-Pacific Economic Framework by the US and its
prompt inclusion of India speaks for itself about the important leadership role which India is expected to play in the
future, globally, and more importantly, regionally.
While the launch was happening, the Prime Minister
Modi’s body language not only depicted his confidence
and determination to play a vital role in the effective functioning and the implementation of the Economic Framework but also, implicitly suggested that like, there is an
importance of the key western countries in their region
and dominate with their power the rest of the countries,
India too has a great role and importance in the Indo-Pacific region and in a way will not be ready to take orders
from the West in any connection. Under the leadership of
Narendra Modi, India is set to show its regional power and
that needs to begin with its giant economic role.

C

an the wrongs of history be
righted by exacting revenge
today? The raging controversy
over the Gyanvapi mosque points to
the unmistakable urgency of answering this question.
The Gyanvapi mosque is undoubtedly a legacy of the Mughal emperor
Aurangzeb (1618-1707). Aurangzeb’s
destruction of Hindu temples is also
beyond doubt. But Aurangzeb’s depredations were not limited to the Hindus alone. He targeted Sikh gurus,
destroyed mosques built by adversaries, killed his own brother Dara
Shikoh and incarcerated his father
Shahjehan. Even Jawaharlal Nehru,
normally accused of Muslim appeasement by Hindu nationalists, found
him entirely unpalatable. Aurangzeb
“sets the clock back”, wrote Nehru
in The Discovery of India, commenting on how a common Hindu-Muslim
nationality was under construction
since Akbar’s reign (1556-1605), only
to be violently interrupted by Aurangzeb’s abominations. Aurangzeb
is a troubling figure for Indian Muslims, too. After all, how many Muslim kids are named Aurangzeb, as
opposed to Akbar, Jehangir or Humayun? Growing up in UP, the historic
Mughal heartland, I came across
none, and only one since then.
Be that as it may, should Aurangzeb’s 17th century misdeeds be
avenged by inflicting harm on India’s
Muslims today, even if a sizeable section of public opinion has become
noticeably anti-Muslim? We can’t
answer this question until we turn to
the constitutive principles of modern
democracy.
Two of the key foundations of
modern democracy are popular will
and the constitutional settlement.
The attempt to reclaim the mosque
for Hindu religious purposes belongs
to the former realm. But the attempted reclamation flatly contradicts the
Constitution.
This duality has notable institutional dimensions, too. In a democracy, popular will is expressed in
elections. And in the parliamentary
system that India has adopted, the
electoral verdict then gets embodied in legislatures. Unlike presidential systems, where popular will is
reflected in two institutions at the
political summit — the presidency
and the legislature, both of which
are elected — legislatures become
the sole carriers of popular will in
parliamentary systems. Further, in

presidential systems, the two elected
wings of government, the executive
and the legislature, can be under
different parties, often generating
contestation between the two, as is
common in the US. But in a parliamentary system, a regular executivelegislative clash is rare. It is the legislative majority that produces the
executive.
Is there, then, any check on the

with the legislature, executive or
popular mood, even when serious
constitutional matters are at stake,
courts abandon their role as constitutional protectors.
India’s Constitution, whose authorial anchor was BR Ambedkar,
firmly established the principle of
religious equality. And it went further in protecting minority rights.
Since Jinnah’s claim was that India’s

If it is serious about its Constitutionprotecting role, the judiciary should check
the Hindu nationalist popular frenzy.
But it does not even schedule hearings
of any fundamental challenges to Hindu
nationalist policies or legislation: For
example, Article 370 and the CAA. It even
approved conversion of a contested site in
Ayodhya into a Hindu temple.
power of legislatures — and by extension, popular will — in a parliamentary system? It is the Constitution
which supplies the underlying constraints. Being the supreme law of
the land, the Constitution provides
the framework within which politics
must function, legislatures must enact laws, and executives must make
decisions. In effect, the Constitution
lays out what politics cannot do,
what laws legislatures cannot pass,
and what decrees the executive cannot issue.
If legislatures are the institutional embodiment of popular will,
the courts play the same role for
safeguarding the Constitution. Parliaments do not protect the Constitution; courts do. That is why judicial
interpretation critically matters. If
judges increasingly begin to agree

Muslim minority would be unable to
defend its interests in a Hindu-majority independent India, Ambedkar’s
reply was two-fold. First, he said that
the so-called Hindu majority exists
only in theory; the Hindus are internally divided by caste. Second, even
if somehow the Hindus overcame
caste divisions and became united,
universal-franchise elections were
not the only feature of democracy.
Constitutions guide and constrain
democratic governance. Therefore,
he successfully argued that the religious, cultural and educational
rights of minorities would be especially protected by the Constitution.
In short, if elections, giving way to
majoritarian passions, can’t protect
the minorities, the courts, following
the Constitution, will.
Under Atal Bihari Vajpayee (1998-

2004), Hindu nationalism proceeded
constitutionally carefully. But of
late, it has been flagrantly violating
Ambedkar (who incidentally was
passionately criticised by Hindu nationalists in the 1950s). Unlike then,
India’s elections are now increasingly legitimating Hindu nationalism. And driven by such electoral
fervor, India’s parliament has enacted majoritarian laws such as the
abrogation of Article 370 and the
Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA);
multiple state-level laws and/or executive decrees are banning beefeating and inter-faith marriage, and
altering historical Muslim names
of towns and roads; BJP states are
stopping Muslim girls from going to
schools if they cover their heads, but
not Sikh boys if they wear patkas, or
Hindu boys if they wear a tilak; and
BJP state governments, constitutionally responsible for law and order, look the other way when Hindu
mobs attack minorities. Bulldozers
have been used to demolish “illegal”
Muslim homes and businesses, even
though illegal constructions are part
of what Foucault might have called
“popular illegality”, in which a lot of
citizens have participated, not simply Muslims. Nonetheless, governments have deemed Muslim selective
punitiveness legitimate, something
seemingly supported by a substantial
section of the population. India is developing an alarming taste for a communally penal state.
If it is serious about its Constitution-protecting role, the judiciary
should check the Hindu nationalist
popular frenzy. But it does not even
schedule hearings of any fundamental challenges to Hindu nationalist
policies or legislation: For example,
Article 370 and the CAA. It even approved conversion of a contested site
in Ayodhya into a Hindu temple. It
has now admitted petitions on the
Gyanvapi mosque, and it is not clear
which way it will go. The Places of
Worship Act, 1991, made in accordance with the Constitution, clearly
says that the status of a religious
place cannot be altered beyond what
it was at Independence. Judicial interpretation must follow the law, not
faith. But the courts can always ingeniously construct arguments that
show why the 1991 law was neither
usable for Ayodhya, nor might be applicable now.
If religious equality and minority protections, two of the fundamental principles of the Indian
Constitution, are made prisoners
of electoral passions, India will not
cease to exist, but its 1950 republic
will end. Hindu nationalists, then,
will go on challenging many more
disputed sites as long as they have
the electoral power. We can expect
a relentlessly violent India, whose
majoritarian horrors are bound to
be internationally noted.
******

India needs parliamentary supervision of trade pacts

Prabhash Ranjan

In the Constitution,
entry 14 of the Union list
contains the following
item — “entering into
treaties and agreements
with foreign countries
and implementing of
treaties, agreements
and conventions with
foreign countries”.
According to Article
246, Parliament has the
legislative competence
on all matters given
in the Union list. Thus,
Parliament has the
power to legislate on
treaties.

I

ndia is negotiating and signing several free
trade agreements (FTAs) with countries like
Australia, the UK, Israel, and the EU. While
the economic benefits of these FTAs have been
studied, there is very little discussion on the
lack of parliamentary scrutiny of these treaties. This gives rise to arguments of democratic
deficit in India’s treaty-making process. Given
the wide-ranging impact of trade and other
economic treaties, the question is: Shouldn’t
Parliament exercise some control over the ex-

ecutive’s power to sign international treaties?
In the Constitution, entry 14 of the Union
list contains the following item — “entering
into treaties and agreements with foreign countries and implementing of treaties, agreements
and conventions with foreign countries”. According to Article 246, Parliament has the legislative competence on all matters given in the
Union list. Thus, Parliament has the power to
legislate on treaties. This power includes deciding how India will ratify treaties and thus as-

sume international law obligations. This power
includes Parliament’s competence to give effect
to treaties within the domestic legal regime by
enacting laws. Article 253 elucidates that the
power of Parliament to implement treaties by
enacting domestic laws also extends to topics
that are part of the state list.
While Parliament in the last seven decades
has passed many laws to implement international legal obligations imposed by different
treaties, it is yet to enact a law laying down the

processes that India needs to follow before assuming international treaty obligations. Given
this legislative void, and under Article 73(the
powers of the Union executive are co-terminus
with Parliament), the Centre has been not just
negotiating and signing but also ratifying international treaties and assuming international law obligations without much parliamentary
oversight.
Arguably, Parliament exercises control
over the executive’s treaty-making power at the
stage of transforming a treaty into the domestic
legal regime. However, this is a scenario of expost parliamentary control over the executive.
In such a situation, Parliament does not debate
whether India should or should not accept the
international obligations; it only deliberates
how the international law obligations, already
accepted by the executive, should be implemented domestically. Even if Parliament does
not amend or make domestic laws to transform
the treaty, the treaty will continue to be binding on India.
Concerns over the lack of parliamentary
oversight were flagged by the National Commission to Review the Working of the Constitution, set up by the Vajpayee government
more than two decades ago. But India’s treatymaking practice hasn’t changed. This practice
is at variance with that of several other liberal
democracies. In the US, important treaties
signed by the President have to be approved
by the Senate. In Australia, the executive is required to table a “national interest analysis” of
the treaty it wishes to sign in parliament, and
then this is examined by a joint standing committee on treaties – a body composed of Australian parliamentarians. In this way, the Australian parliament supervises the treaty-making
process and acts as a check on the executive’s
power. In Canada, too, the executive tables the
treaties in parliament.
Indian democracy needs to inculcate these
healthy practices. Effective parliamentary supervision will increase the domestic acceptance and
legitimacy of international treaties, especially
economic agreements, which are often critiqued
for imposing undue restraints on India’s economic sovereignty. Cynics might argue that in
these times, when Parliament has been reduced
to a rubber stamp for the government’s legislative agenda, the quest to augment Parliament’s
role in the treaty-making process is like flogging
a dead horse. But an effective counter to majoritarianism is to relentlessly strive for strengthening the democratic process, not accepting its
weakness as a fait accompli.
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New AI tool may help diagnose
post-Covid lung problems

Monkeypox primarily
spread via sexual contact,
but containable: WHO
New Delhi, May 24: The current outbreak of the monkeypox virus is primarily spreading through sex among men, the
World Health Organization (WHO) has
said, adding that the virus is "containable".
First reported on May 7 in the UK,
monkeypox has rapidly spread to over a
dozen countries, where the virus is typically not found unlike some countries in
Central and West Africa, with about 200
confirmed and suspected cases. So far noassociated deaths have been reported.
The WHO has warned that the infection is likely to spread to more nations
even as it expands surveillance. It further
said that the identification of confirmed
and suspected cases of monkeypox with
no direct travel links to an endemic area
"represents a highly unusual event".
"We've seen a few cases in Europe over
the last five years, just in travellers, but
this is the first time we're seeing cases
across many countries at the same time
in people who have not travelled to the
endemic regions in Africa," Rosamund
Lewis, who runs the WHO's smallpox research, said in a Q&A live streamed on
the health body's social media channels.
While the virus itself is not a sexually

transmitted infection, which are generally spread through semen and vaginal
fluids, the most recent surge in cases
appears to have been spread among men
who have sex with other men, WHO officials said, emphasising that anyone can
contract monkeypox, the CNBC reported.
"Many diseases can be spread through
sexual contact. You could get a cough
or a cold through sexual contact, but it
doesn't mean that it's a sexually transmitted disease," Andy Seale, who advises the
WHO on HIV, hepatitis and other sexually transmitted infections, was quoted
as saying.
Monkeypox has not previously been
described as a sexually transmitted infection, but it can be passed on by direct
contact during sex.
Further, the European Centre for
Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC)
noted that the likelihood of spread is very
low for the broader population, BBC reported.
But, the transmission is majorly occurring "through close contact for example during sexual activities amongst
persons with multiple sexual partners is
considered to be high", Andrea Ammon of

New gene-edited tomatoes could
boost your Vitamin D levels

London, May 24: Finding it hard
to raise levels of Vitamin D, popularly known as the sunshine vitamin?
Scientists have developed geneedited tomatoes that could be a simple and sustainable innovation to
address the global health problem.
Researchers John Innes Centre in the UK used gene editing to
turn off a specific molecule in the
plant's genome which increased
provitamin D3 in both the fruit and
leaves of tomato plants. It was then
converted to Vitamin D3 through
exposure to Ultraviolet B light.
Vitamin D is created in our bodies after skin's exposure to UVB
light, but the major source is food.
This new biofortified crop
could help millions of people with
Vitamin D insufficiency, a growing issue linked to higher risk of
cancer, dementia, and many leading causes of mortality, according

to the study, which appears in the
journal Nature Plants.
Tomatoes naturally contain one
of the building blocks of Vitamin
D3, called provitamin D3 or 7-dehydrocholesterol (7-DHC), in their
leaves at very low levels. Provitamin D3, does not normally accumulate in ripe tomato fruits.
Researchers used CRISPR-Cas9
gene editing to make revisions to
the genetic code of tomato plants so
that provitamin D3 accumulates in
the tomato fruit. The leaves of the
edited plants contained up to 600
microgram of provitamin D3 per
gram of dry weight. The recommended daily intake of vitamin d is
10 micrograms for adults.
When growing tomatoes leaves
are usually waste material, but
those of the edited plants could be
used for the manufacture of veganfriendly Vitamin D3 supplements,
or for food fortification.
"We've shown that you can biofortify tomatoes with provitamin D3
using gene editing, which means tomatoes could be developed as a plantbased, sustainable source of vitamin
D3," said Professor Cathie Martin,
corresponding author of the "Forty
per cent of Europeans have vitamin
D insufficiency and so do one billion
people world-wide. We are not only
addressing a huge health problem.

the ECDC, was quoted as saying.
The WHO also noted that monkeypox
can be contained in countries outside of
Africa where the virus is not usually detected.
"This is a containable situation," the
WHO's emerging disease lead Maria Van
Kerkhove said at a news conference on
Monday.
"We want to stop human-to-human
transmission. We can do this in non-endemic countries," she added, referring to
recent cases in Europe and North America.
Despite being the largest outbreak
outside of Africa in 50 years, monkeypox
does not spread easily between people
and experts say the threat is not comparable to the coronavirus pandemic.
"Transmission is really happening
from skin-to-skin contact, most of the people who have been identified have more of
a mild disease," Van Kerkhove said.
The WHO added that there was no evidence the monkeypox virus had mutated,
following earlier speculation over the
cause of the current outbreak.
Viruses in this group "tend not to mutate and they tend to be fairly stable," said
Lewis.

Riyadh, May 24: A novel Artificial Intelligence
(AI)-aided diagnostic tool could help overcome
some of the challenges of monitoring lung health
following viral infection, researchers have
found.
Like other respiratory illnesses, Covid-19
can cause lasting harm to the lungs, but doctors
have struggled to visualise this damage.
Conventional chest scans do not reliably detect signs of lung scarring and other pulmonary
abnormalities, which makes it difficult to track
the health and recovery of people with persistent breathing problems and other post-Covid
complications.
The new method developed by a team at King
Abdullah University of Science and Technology
(KAUST) in Saudi Arabia, known as Deep-Lung
Parenchyma-Enhancing (DLPE), overlays AI algorithms on top of standard chest imaging data
to reveal otherwise indiscernible visual features
indicative of lung dysfunction.
Through DLPE augmentation, "radiologists
can discover and analyse novel sub-visual lung
lesions", said computer scientist and computational biologist Xin Gao.
"Analysis of these lesions could then help explain patients' respiratory symptoms," allowing
for better disease management and treatment,
he added.
The method, described in the journal Nature Machine Intelligence, first eliminates
any anatomical features not associated with
the lung parenchyma - the tissues involved in
gas exchange serve as the main sites of Covidinduced damage.
That means removing airways and blood vessels, and then enhancing the pictures of what
is left behind to expose lesions that might be
missed without the computer's help.
The team demonstrated that the tool could re-

China's Zhurong rover enters
Apple launches
hibernation due to Martian dust storm new Watch Pride
Beijing, May 24: China's
Mars rover Zhurong has
been switched to dormant
mode while waiting out a
dust storm on the surface of
the planet, according to the
China National Space Administration.
The latest images taken
by cameras onboard China's
Tianwen-1 Mars orbiter show
a dust storm passing over the
patrol area of Zhurong, Xinhua news agency reported.
The Zhurong rover is
part of the Tianwen-1 mission which touched down in
southern Utopia Planitia on
Mars in May 2021.
Scientists compared the
photos taken in the last two
months and analysed recent
power data of the rover's solar
wings, which indicated Zhurong now braving an intense

Martian dust storm.
According to the administration, the patrol area of
Zhurong has entered the winter season, during which the
daytime temperatures can
drop below minus 20 degree
Celsius, while the night below minus 100 degree Celsius.
By mid-July, the temperatures will fall further.
The dusty weather and the
extremely low ambient temperature in winter will lead to
reduction in the power generation capacity of the solar wing.
To tackle the challenges,
the Chinese rover went into
dormancy on Wednesday. It
is expected to wake up and
resume work in December
when the dust clears and
Mars enters its spring season,
the administration said in a
statement.

Alcohol may be more risky for heart
than previously thought
London, May 24: Levels of alcohol
consumption currently considered
safe by some countries are linked
with development of heart failure,
according to research.
According to the World Health
Organisation, the European Union
is the heaviest-drinking region in the
world.
While it is well recognised that
long-term heavy alcohol use can
cause a type of heart failure called
alcoholic cardiomyopathy, evidence
from Asian populations suggests
that lower amounts may also be detrimental.
"This study adds to the body of
evidence that a more cautious approach to alcohol consumption is
needed," said Dr. Bethany Wong of
St. Vincent's University Hospital in
Ireland.
"To minimise the risk of alcohol
causing harm to the heart, if you
don't drink, don't start. If you do
drink, limit your weekly consumption to less than one bottle of wine or
less than three-and-a-half 500 ml cans
of 4.5 per cent beer," Wong added. The
findings were presented at Heart Failure 2022, a scientific congress of the
European Society of Cardiology (ESC).
Wong noted that as the mainstay
of treatment for this group is man-

agement of risk factors such as alcohol, knowledge "about safe levels is
crucial".
The study included 744 adults
over 40 years of age either at risk of
developing heart failure due to risk
factors (e.g. high blood pressure,
diabetes, obesity) or with pre-heart
failure (risk factors and heart abnormalities but no symptoms). The
researchers analysed the association
between alcohol use and heart health

over a median of 5.4 years.
The results suggest that drinking
more than 70 grams of alcohol per
week is associated with worsening
pre-heart failure or progression to
symptomatic heart failure.
"We did not observe any benefits
of low alcohol usage. Our results
indicate that countries should advocate lower limits of safe alcohol
intake in pre-heart failure patients,"
Wong said.

1 in 8 suffer heart inflammation
after hospitalisation with Covid: Study
London, May 24: One in eight people who were hospitalised with Covid-19 between May 2020 and March
2021 were later diagnosed with myocarditis, or heart inflammation, according to major new research into
Covid's clinical long-term effects.
The study, published in journal Nature Medicine, suggests that it is the
severity of the Covid-19 infection itself
which is most closely correlated to the
severity of a patient's long Covid symptoms, rather than pre-existing health
problems, as speculated so far.
The largest study of its kind to

date was led by the University of
Glasgow and followed for one year,
in real time, 159 patients after they
were hospitalised with Covid-19.
The results showed that hospitalisation with Covid was found to cause
a number of long-term health problems. Besides heart inflammation,
inflammation across the body and
damage to the other organs such as
the kidneys was also common.
Exercise capacity and health related quality of life were markedly
impaired initially after discharge
from hospital and remained reduced

one to two months after discharge
- this was especially the case in patients with heart inflammation.
During a period of 450 days after
discharge from hospital, one in seven patients died or were readmitted
to hospital, and two in three patients
required outpatient care.
Being hospitalised with Covid-19
was also associated with a worse
health-related quality of life as well
as with anxiety and depression.
"Covid-19 is a multi-system disease, and our study shows that injury on the heart, lungs and kidneys

veal signs of pulmonary fibrosis in Covid longhaulers, thus helping to account for shortness of
breath, coughing and other lung troubles. A diagnosis, Gao suggests, that would be impossible
with standard CT image analytics.
"With DLPE, for the first time, we proved
that long-term CT lesions can explain such
symptoms," he said. "Thus, treatments for fibrosis may be very effective at addressing the
long-term respiratory complications of Covid-19."
While the DLPE is primarily developed with
post-Covid recovery in mind, the team also tested the platform on chest scans taken from people
with various other lung problems, including
pneumonia, tuberculosis and lung cancer.
The researchers showed how their tool could
serve as a broad diagnostic aide for all lung diseases, empowering radiologists to, as Gao puts
it, "see the unseen".

can be seen after initial hospitalisation in scans and blood tests. These
results bridge a vital knowledge gap
between our current understanding
of post-Covid-19 syndromes, such as
Long Covid, and objective evidence
of ongoing disease," Professor Colin
Berry, Professor of Cardiology and
Imaging at the University.
A separate study led by experts at
NHS Golden Jubilee showed that a Covid infection is linked with impaired
function of the right side of the heart,
leading to death, BBC reported.
The team assessed the impact the

virus had on 121 critically ill patients
who required treatment on ventilators in Scotland.
The findings, published in the journal Anaesthesia, showed that nearly
one in three patients showed abnormalities in the side of the heart that
pumps blood to the lungs, and nearly
half (47 per cent) of ventilated patients
in the study died because of Covid.
A combination of factors "create the perfect storm for Covid-19 to
damage the right side of your heart",
which can ultimately cause death,"
Dr Philip McCall said.

Edition bands
Cupertino (California), May
24: Apple on Tuesday released
two new Pride Edition bands with
dynamic Pride watch faces in support of the global LGBTQ+ community and equality movement.
This year's Pride Edition Sport
Loop showcases a colour gradient
with the word "pride" woven directly into the band.
Apple said it is also launching
a new shot on iPhone pride campaign on Instagram that captures
the essence of artists and figures
within the global LGBTQ+ community.
The Pride Edition Sport Loop
and Pride Edition Nike Sport Loop
are available for Rs 3,900.
Utilising the durable and adjustable Sport Loop design, Apple used
a new technique to remove several
of the double-layer nylon-woven.

New study
using Google
app to explore
smartphones'
effect on
mental health
San Francisco, May 24: A team of researchers at the University of Oregon in the US have
partnered with Google to launch a research on
how smartphone use impacts mental wellbeing.
The researchers will use the Google Health
app to explore the benefits and risks associated
with the use of smartphones.
Writing in a Google blog post, Nicholas Allen, Professor, at the University's Center for
Digital Mental Health said that mental health
has become even more urgent during the Covid-19 pandemic as so many people have turned
to digital technology to maintain some semblance of their lifestyle.
The new research will "uncover insights
that help us all build a future where digital
products may support us in living healthier,
happier lives", Allen said.
The findings will help "the research community and technology industry to pursue
evidence-based product design, education and
policy aimed at maximising benefits and minimising risks", he added.
The four week-study, to be launched on
May 27, will be open to adults based in the US
and only those using an Android phone. The
team will sample and collect direct, objective
measures of how people use their phones, with
their informed consent.
"We'll use passive and continuous sensing
technology to do this, rather than relying only
on self reports," Allen said.
The study will also use participants' phones
to directly measure many of the well-established building blocks of wellbeing, such as
sleep and physical activity. Participants will
also have the option to add relevant Fitbit data,
including step count and physical activity.
Allen said that users will have to give
"informed consent" to participate and that
the data "will be managed according to strict
ethical standards and will only be used for
research and to inform better products". It explicitly says that the data "will never be sold or
used for advertising".
Google's Health Studies app was introduced
in December 2020 with a study into respiratory
illnesses.
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After 3 months, Russia still bogged down in Ukraine war

W

hen Russia invaded Ukraine on Feb.
24, it had hoped to overtake the country in a blitz lasting only days or a
few weeks. Many Western analysts
thought so, too.
As the conflict marked its third month Tuesday, however, Moscow appears to be bogged down
in what increasingly looks like a war of attrition,
with no end in sight and few successes on the
battlefield.
There was no quick victory for Russian President Vladimir Putin’s powerful forces, no rout
that would allow the Kremlin to control most of
Ukraine and establish a puppet government.
Instead, Russian troops got bogged down on
the outskirts of Kyiv and other big cities amid
stiff Ukrainian defenses. Convoys of Russian armor seemed stalled on long stretches of highway.
Troops ran out of supplies and gasoline, becoming
easy targets from land and air.
A little over a month into the invasion, Russia effectively acknowledged the failure of its blitz
and pulled troops back from areas near Kyiv,
declaring a shift of focus to the eastern industrial region of the Donbas, where Moscow-backed
separatists have been fighting Ukrainian forces
since 2014.
To be sure, Russia has seized significant
chunks of territory around the Crimean Peninsula that Moscow annexed eight years ago. It also
has managed to cut Ukraine off completely from
the Sea of Azov, finally securing full control over
the key port of Mariupol after a siege that prevented some of its troops from fighting elsewhere
while they battled diehard Ukrainian forces.
But the offensive in the east seems to have
bogged down as well, as Western arms flow into
Ukraine to bolster its outgunned army.
Each day, Russian artillery and warplanes
relentlessly pound Ukrainian positions in the

Donbas, trying to break through defenses built up
during the separatist conflict.
They have made only incremental gains,
clearly reflecting both Russia's insufficient troop
numbers and the Ukrainian resistance. In one
recent episode, Russians lost hundreds of personnel and dozens of combat vehicles while trying to
cross a river to build a bridgehead.
“The Russians are still well behind where we
believe they wanted to be when they started this
revitalized effort in the eastern part of the country,” Pentagon press secretary John Kirby said
Friday, describing the Donbas fighting as very
dynamic, with small towns and villages changing
hands every day.
Elsewhere in Ukraine, Russian forces have
methodically targeted Western weapons shipments, ammunition and fuel depots, and critical
infrastructure in the hope of weakening Kyiv’s
military capability and economic potential.
But in their struggle to gain ground, Russian
forces have also relentlessly shelled cities and laid
siege to some of them. In just the latest example of
the war's toll, 200 bodies were found in a collapsed
building in Mariupol, Ukrainian authorities said
Tuesday.
The Kremlin appears to still harbor a more
ambitious goal of cutting off Ukraine from the
Black Sea coast all the way to the Romanian border, a move that would also allow Moscow to build
a land corridor to Moldova’s separatist region of
Transnistria, where Russian troops are stationed.
But Moscow seems to know that this objective is not currently achievable with the limited
forces it has.
“I think they’re just increasingly realizing
that they can’t necessarily do all of it, certainly
not at one go,” said Justin Crump, a former British tank commander who heads Sibylline, a strategic advisory firm.

Moscow’s losses have forced it to rely increasingly on hastily patched-together units in the
Donbas that could only make small gains, he said.
“It’s a constant downshifting of gear toward
smaller objectives that Russia can actually
achieve,” Crump said. “And I think on the biggest
scale, they’ve actually downsized their strategy
better to match their their ability on the ground.”
Two top Russian officials appeared to acknowledge Tuesday that Moscow’s advance has
been slower than expected. Secretary of Russia’s
Security Council Nikolai Patrushev said the
government “is not chasing deadlines,” while
Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu said the pace was
deliberate to allow civilians to flee, even though
forces have repeatedly hit civilian targets.
Many in Ukraine and the West thought Putin
would pour resources into the Donbas to score a
decisive triumph by Victory Day on May 9, when
Moscow celebrates its defeat of Nazi Germany in
World War II. Russia has falsely called the war
a campaign to “denazify” Ukraine — a country
with a democratically elected Jewish president
who wants closer ties with the West.
Rather than a massive campaign in the east,
however, the Kremlin opted for a series of tactical
mini-offensives there, aimed at steadily gaining
ground to try to encircle Ukrainian forces.
“The Russian leadership is urging the military command to show at least some gains, and it
has nothing else to do but to keep sending more
troops into the carnage,” said Mykola Sunhurovskyi, a military expert at the Kyiv-based Razumkov Center think-tank.
Many in the West expected Putin to declare
a broad mobilization to fill up the Russian ranks.
British Defense Secretary Ben Wallace warned
that Putin might time an announcement to Victory Day.
But it never happened, and Russia has con-

No immediate need for mass monkeypox
vaccinations: WHO official

LONDON: The World Health Organization
does not believe the outbreak of monkeypox outside of Africa requires mass vaccinations as measures like good hygiene and
safe sexual behaviour will help control its
spread, a senior official said on Monday.
In an interview with Reuters, Richard

Pebody, who leads the high-threat pathogen team at WHO Europe, also said immediate supplies of vaccines and antivirals
are relatively limited.
His comments came as the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
said it was in the process of releasing some

tinued to rely on a limited force that was clearly
insufficient against Ukrainian defenses.
A massive mobilization would likely foment
broad discontent in Russia, fuel antiwar sentiment and carry massive political risks. Authorities opted for more limited options, with lawmakers drafting a bill to waive the current age limit
of 40 for those willing to sign up for the military.
The lack of resources was underlined last
week by an abrupt Russian withdrawal from areas near Kharkiv, Ukraine’s second-largest city
that has been bombarded since the start of the
war. Some of those forces apparently were redeployed to the Donbas, but it wasn't enough to tip
the scales on the battlefield.
“They really had to thin out the troops they
had around Kharkiv, simply because they’re
trying to hold to too much of a line with too few
troops,” said Phillips O’Brien, professor of strategic studies at the University of St. Andrews in
Scotland.
The Donbas fighting has increasingly
morphed into artillery duels, and “it might go on
for quite a long time without much movement in
the lines," he said.
“So it will be a more of a positional battle at
that point, O'Brien added, with success going to
whoever "can take the pounding.”
Ukraine, meanwhile, continues to get a
steady flow of Western weapons, including U.S.
howitzers and drones, tanks from Poland and
other heavy gear that is immediately sent into
combat.
“Ukraine’s plan is simple and obvious — wear
down the Russian forces in the nearest months as
much as possible, win time for receiving Western
weapons and training how to use them, and then
launch a counteroffensive in the southeast,” said
Sunhurovskyi, the Kyiv-based military expert.
He said Ukraine hopes to receive even more

powerful Western weapons, such as U.S. HIMARS
multiple rocket launchers, anti-ship missiles and
more potent air defense weapons.
The eastern deadlock has angered hard-liners
in Russia, who warned that Moscow can’t win if it
doesn’t conduct a massive mobilization and concentrate all of its resources in a decisive attack.
Igor Strelkov, a former security officer who
led the separatists in the Donbas in 2014, denounced what he described as the Kremlin’s indecision, saying it could pave the way for defeat.
“For Russia, the strategic deadlock is deepening,” he said.
Ukrainian authorities, meanwhile, are increasingly emboldened by the slow pace of the
Russian offensive and growing Western support.
While Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy reaffirmed last week that pushing the Russians back to their pre-invasion positions would
represent a victory, some of his aides declared
even more ambitious goals.
Adviser Mykhailo Podolyak said Ukraine
isn’t interested in a cease-fire “until Russia is
ready to fully liberate occupied territories,” a
bold statement that appears to reflect hopes for
reclaiming the Donbas and Crimea.
Russia, meanwhile, apparently aims to bleed
Ukraine by methodically striking fuel supplies
and infrastructure while making grinding military gains in the east. The Kremlin may also hope
that Western interest in the conflict will eventually fade.
“Their final hope is that we will lose interest
completely in the conflict in Ukraine by the summer,” Crump said. “They’re calculating the Western audiences will lose interest in the same way
as Afghanistan last year. Russia thinks that time
is working in its favor.”

South Korea scrambles jets after Chinese,
Russian warplanes enter air defence zone

Jynneos vaccine doses for use in monkeypox cases.
Public health authorities in Europe
and North America are investigating over
100 suspected and confirmed cases of the
viral infection in the worst outbreak of
the virus outside of Africa, where it is endemic.
The primary measures to control the
outbreak are contact tracing and isolation,
he said, noting that it is not a virus that
spreads very easily nor has it so far caused
serious disease.
"We're not at a situation where we're
moving to widespread vaccination of populations," he said.
It is unclear what is driving the outbreak, with scientists trying to understand the origin of the cases and whether
anything about the virus has changed.
There is no evidence the virus has mutated, a senior executive at the U.N. agency
said separately on Monday.

SEOUL: South Korea's military said
it scrambled fighter jets after at least
four Chinese and four Russian warplanes entered its air defence zone on
Tuesday.
The Russian and Chinese aircraft
entered and left the Korea Air Defence
Identification Zone (Korea ADIZ) in
the Sea of Japan, known in Korea as
the East Sea, several times through
the day, according to South Korea's
Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS).
The aircraft, which included
fighter jets and bombers from each
side, did not violate South Korea's airspace, the JCS added.
The South Korean military deployed air force fighters to "implement tactical measures" to brace for a
potential contingency.
Unlike airspace, an ADIZ is usually an area where countries may unilaterally demand that foreign aircraft

take special steps to identify themselves, with no international laws
governing ADIZs.
Tuesday's incursion was the first
reported since new South Korean
President Yoon Suk-yeol took office
on May 10. On Sunday, Yoon wrapped
up a summit with U.S. President Joe
Biden where the two leaders pledged

support for measures seen as countering China's influence in the region, and criticised Russia's war in
Ukraine.
Moscow does not recognise the
Korea ADIZ, while Beijing said the
area is not territorial airspace and
all countries should enjoy freedom of
movement there.

From the Front Page...

India...

Policeman...

"Terrorist misuse of artificial intelligence (AI) and 3D
printing for various terrorist purposes, which have a global
reach, also demands our immediate attention," Tirumurti
said.
He said that the approach to the problem of terrorism has
to also go beyond looking at it as only a direct physical attack
to holding equally responsible those "inciting the terrorist
acts through hateful content and radical ideologies" even if
they are far away from the incidents.
"Equally needed is to address the legal challenges in
bringing the perpetrators of these crimes to justice, particularly due to the remote nature of their involvement in terrorist activities."
DiCarlo said that according to some estimates, "the number of state- and non-state-sponsored incidents of malicious
use of digital technologies for political or military ends has
nearly quadrupled since 2015".
"Of specific concern is activity targeting infrastructure
that provides essential public services, such as health and
humanitarian agencies," she added.
Tirumurti also warned about the cross-border terrorism
by governments "leveraging their expertise in digital domain
to achieve their political and security-related objectives" to
target "critical national infrastructure, including health and
energy facilities".
He did not name any country, but an Indian official has
acknowledged that Chinese hackers unsuccessfully targeted
power distribution facilities in the Ladakh region.
Recorded Future, a US company that monitors cyber
threats, had earlier reported that a Chinese group, Red Echo,
had carried out cyber intrusions of several Indian electricity
generation and distribution infrastructure facilities in 2020.
In March, US federal prosecutors charged three Russians
with hacking into energy infrastructure computer networks
in India and in about 135 other countries.
Tirumurti said that open democratic societies like India
are particularly vulnerable to disinformation campaigns that
are enhanced by "the use of machine learning and big data".
These pose "a considerable threat to international peace
and security" and "the international community cannot take
a selective approach and needs to avoid double standards
when it comes to addressing these threats", he said.
DiCarlo criticised social media companies for their
"sometimes limited or not fully adequate" response to "the
spread of disinformation (and) radicalisation to violence, racism, and misogyny" their platforms.

taking his minor daughter to hospital for treatment. “In
the incident, we lost the policeman who was unarmed. What
was the fault of his daughter who suffered injuries and is being treated at the hospital,” the IGP Kumar said as per KNO.
He said that police will soon identify the attackers and
kill them. He said that militants have been attacking the unarmed policemen who are on leave. “The families of militants
should also condemn today’s act in which the minor girl of
the policeman was injured,” he said.

MEA...
on regional issues of mutual interest, including South
Asia and in the Indo-Pacific region, reaffirming their shared
vision for a free, open and inclusive Indo-Pacific region,
while PM Modi welcomed the launch of Indo-Pacific Economic Framework for Prosperity (IPEF) and stated that India
is ready to work closely with all partner countries to shape
a flexible, and inclusive IPEF taking into consideration the
respective national circumstances.
They agreed to continue their useful dialogue and pursue
their shared vision of taking the India-US partnership to a
higher level, the MEA further said.

Civilians...
a naka party of CRPF and Police in Yaripora, however, it
missed the target and exploded away from them.
He said that in the incident, two civilians received injuries, who have been shifted to hospital, where their condition
is said to be stable.
He added that the area has been cordoned off to nab the
attackers—(KNO)

Body of...
An official told the news agency—Kashmir News Observer (KNO) that the youth, identified as of 15-year-old Muzammil Wani son of Mushtaq Ahmed Wani, a resident of Kutpora
Shopian was found dead near Vishow Nallah at Aadbal Watoo village in Kulgam.
Officials said that on getting the information, the cops arrived at the spot and recovered the body. "A probe has been
initiated into the matter, " they said
“He was studying at a Darul Uloom in Shopian’s Pinjoora
area and was also studying in class 9.
He had gone missing from the Darul Uloom on May 9,"
family members of Muzammil said—(KNO)

Amarnath yatra...
has been deployed to coordinate with the terror outfits in
PoK and to militants into the Kashmir Valley.
However, the officials in the security set up in J&K said
that they are well-prepared and are manning the international borders to thwart any infiltration bid and full-proof security layers have been put in place to deal with any threats on
the Amarnath Yatra.
The Resistance Front (TRF), a proscribed terror outfit,
reportedly issued a statement recently, warning people not to
participate in the Amarnath Yatra.

Delimitations...
Chief Secretary of Jammu & Kashmir for laying it on the
table of the Legislative Assembly of the Union Territory of
Jammu and Kashmir.
It is worthwhile to mention that KNO had already reported that the final electoral map of Jammu & Kashmir would be
tabled in the parliament for information of MPs.
While the report is expected to be tabled in the Parliament in the monsoon session in July- August, it would be
laid before the Legislative Assembly of Jammu and Kashmir

only after holding of elections in the UT. Jammu & Kashmir
is without its Legislative Assembly for the past three-and-ahalf years.
On May 5, 2020, the delimitation commission unveiled
the final electoral map of Assembly and Lok Sabha segments
of Jammu and Kashmir.
The panel has given six additional assembly seats to
Jammu region, taking the number to 43 from 37, whereas the
Kashmir region got one additional seat, taking the number
from 46 to 47—(KNO)

Govt...
agency—Kashmir News Observer (KNO).
As per order Chief Secretary will be chairman of the
board while as Administrative Secretary, Finance Department, Administrative Secretary, Planning Development and
Monitoring Department and Administrative Secretary, Tourism Department will be Governors of the board and Director,
SKICC will be Ex-officio Secretary to the Board of Governors.
"It is further ordered that the members shall hold office
for a period of 2 years from the date of issuance of the order,"
the order reads.
A separate order issued by Manoj Kumar Dwivedi Principal Secretary to the government, as per news agency—Kashmir News Observer (KNO), reads: "In supersession of all previous orders on the subject, in terms of Article 62 (5) and 62 (6)
of the Article of Association of JKCCC, sanction is hereby accorded to reconstitution of Board of Directors of the Jammu
and Kashmir Cable Car Corporation Limited (JKCCC)."
As per the order, Chief Secretary will be the chairman of
the board while as Administrative secretary, Finance Department, Administrative Secretary, Planning Development and
Monitoring Department, Administrative Secretary Tourism
Department and Managing Director, J&K cable car corporation Limited will be directors of the board besides that Managing Director, J&K Tourism Development Corporation Ltd,
Director Tourism, Kashmir and Director Tourism, Jammu
will be special Invitees of the board.
"It is further ordered that the members shall hold office
for a period of two (02) years from the date of issuance of the
order,” it reads further—(KNO)

Bike rider...
succumbed to his injuries.
He further added that body has been handed over to his
legal heirs after medico-legal formalities. A police official
said caase has been registered in this regard—(KNO)

DHSK...
took review of the health care arrangements being made
for this year’s Amarnath Yatra pilgrimage while discussions
and deliberations were also held with the concerned officers.
Dr MA Rather interacted with officers and directed them
to put in place all the arrangements before the commencement of Yatra and there should be no laxity of any kind in
providing basic health care facilities to yatris.
He further directed them that all the logistics should be
put in place well in advance before June and also directed
that first aid arrangements should be started both at Balthal
and Pahalgam routes at the earliest possible time.

The director directed the concerned officers to procure
all the required drugs and necessary machinery equipment
well in time so that the pilgrims face no difficulties.
Like every year, the directorate will deploy hundreds of
health care workers for Yatra duties and in order to provide
the best medical services to the devotees at make-shift hospitals—(KNO)

JeM...
associates have been identified as Mushtaq Ahmad Dar
son of Bashir Ahmad Dar, Ishfaq Ahmad Dar son of Abdul
Rasheed Dar, Manzoor Ahmad Dar son of Bashir Ahmad Dar
all residents of Wagad, Fayaz Ahmad Rather son of Muhammad Rajab Rather resident of Pastuna, Shabir Ahmad Rather
son of Sanaullah Rather resident of Syedabad Pastuna, Muhammad Latief Rather son of Asadullah Rather resident of
Syedabad Pastuna, Sheeraz Ahmad Mir son of Gh Mohd Mir
resident of Aripal and Waseem Ahmad Bhat son of Ab Gani
Bhat resident of Pastuna.
Incriminating materials including ammunition were
also recovered from their possession. Besides, vehicle used in
the commission of the crime has also been seized, police said.
Preliminary investigation revealed that the arrested militant associates were involved in providing shelter, logistics
and transportation of arms/ammunition to two active militants of JeM namely Asif Sheikh resident of Monghama and
Ajaz Bhat resident of Syedabad Pastuna Tral.
In this connection, a case vide FIR number 75/2022 under
relevant sections of law has been registered at Police Station
Tral and further investigation is in progress, police said—
(KNO)

LG...
priority,” Lt Governor said.
A special cell within LG Secretariat is handling
the grievances of PM package employees. A Nodal officer has
been deputed who is looking after the issues on a daily basis.
Jammu Kashmir Police has also been directed to ensure foolproof security for the PM package employees.
Sh Ramesh Kumar, Divisional Commissioner Jammu;
Sh Mukesh Singh ADGP Jammu and Ms Avny Lavasa, Deputy Commissioner Jammu accompanied the Lt Governor.

Meets...
While appreciating Umran Malik's hard work, the Lt
Governor said that his remarkable achievement is a proud
moment for entire Jammu Kashmir and it will motivate and
inspire many more youths from the UT to follow his footsteps
and bring laurels to Jammu Kashmir and the country.
“As a sporting genius and a global sporting icon, Umran
will continue to inspire our youth not only in sports but also
in other areas of human endeavour,” Lt Governor said.
Jammu Kashmir has the potential to achieve excellence
in international sporting events and the administration is
committed to popularize a robust sports culture among children and the youth. I call upon our youth to develop a strong
winner's instinct,” observed the Lt Governor.
The Lt Governor also thanked Umran’s parents and family members for their support and sacrifice.
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World Economic
Forum: Overall food inflation is
manageable, Piyush Goyal

India to curb sugar exports, slash
edible oil tariffs to tame price spike
New Delhi, May 24: With retail inflation touching a near eight-month high of
7.79 per cent this April, the government
is looking at a series of measures to tame
prices, including curbs on sugar exports
and further reduction in import tariffs on
edible oils.
These measures come close on heels of
an unprecedented ban on wheat exports
imposed on May 13, which has been further tightened over the week to ensure
that maximum quantities of grain stay
within the country. The current effective
duty on crude palm oil, crude soybean
and sunflower is at 5.50 per cent.
On sugar, sources said that India for
the first time in six years plans to restrict
exports at about 10 million tonnes to prevent a drawdown in its stocks and surge
in domestic prices in the months to come.
The country, which is the world's
biggest sugar producer and the second
biggest exporter, behind Brazil, has
already contracted around 8.5 million
tonnes of sugar in the 2021-22 season
that started in October, of which some
7.1 million tonnes have been shipped till
May 15 (see chart).
“The limited aim of the government is
that by the time the 2021-22 sugar season
ends in September, India will have adequate stocks to meet its three-month consumption requirement (till December).
Otherwise it may have to import sugar,
which will be embarrassing and inflationary,” a senior industry official aware of
the move said.
He said with the current estimated
production of 35.5 million tonnes, which
is more than previous estimate of 31 million tonnes, the country will not have 6-6.5
million tonnes of closing stocks in hand
by September 2022 after providing for ethanol blending, unless exports are capped
at 10 million tonnes.
India per month consumes around
2-2.5 million tonnes of sugar.

IT, Metals drag
Sensex 236 pts
down; Delhivery
rises 10%,
Zomato 15%
New Delhi, May 24: Stock market highlights: Equity markets swung in trade
amid lack of fresh triggers for a decisive
move. The S&P BSE Sensex see-sawed
between 54,524 and 53,886 -- a range of 638
points -- before settling the day at 54,053,
down 236 points or 0.43 per cent.
On the NSE, the Nifty50 shut shop at
16,138, down 77 points or 0.47 per cent. The
index had hit a high of 16,263 and a low of
16,079 during the choppy session.
IT, metal, and pharma stocks weighed
on the benchmarks with Divis Labs, Grasim, Tech M, Hindalco, ONGC, HUL, HCL
Tech, and Tata Consumer, and Infosys
sliding in the range of 2 to 6 per cent. On
the upside, Dr Reddy's Labs, Kotak Bank,
HDFC twins, and Tata Motors helped trim
the losses.

“The limited objective of this move is
to ensure that the country has adequate
stocks at the end of the season and there is
no need to import at high prices,” another
official said.
He said that once exports reach 9 million tonnes, up from the contracted 8.5
million tonnes, the government might
call for registrations from traders so that
outbound flows can be tapped.
Market participants said that in the
immediate aftermath of the ban, prices of
sugar might soften by at best Rs 0.50 per

“The move to limit the export of sugar
to 10 million tonnes is not very surprising. It comes on the backdrop of rising
inflation and is made to keep on the rising domestic food prices. This is in line
with the centre's decision of limiting the
export of wheat. Limiting exports will
impact the global sugar supply as India is
the second-largest exporter of sugar after
Brazil. However, it is too soon to say if
this restriction will have an impact on the
pricing in India,” D.R.E Reddy, CEO and
Managing Partner, CRCL LLP said.

Zee re-enters sports
broadcasting, picks up media
rights for UAE T20 League

Mumbai, May 24: The UAE T20 League
on Tuesday said it had signed a long-term
global media rights contract with entertainment major Zee, paving the way for
the latter's re-entry into sports broadcasting. Zee had sold its Ten Sports television
network to Sony in 2016 for Rs 2,600 crore,
exiting the business back then.
The UAE T20 League will air exclusively on Zee's television channels and
its over-the-top (OTT) platform ZEE5, in
India and across the world.
Zee did not specify the deal size or

Quad nations to deepen
cooperation on infrastructure:
Joint statement

Tokyo, May 24: Four-nation grouping
Quad on Tuesday agreed to deepen cooperation on infrastructure, critical to driving
productivity and prosperity in the IndoPacific region, and share a commitment to
addressing debt issues, which have been
exacerbated by the coronavirus pandemic
in many countries.
A joint statement issued after the second in-person Quad summit attended by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi, US President Joe Biden, Japanese Prime Minister
Fumio Kishida and his Australian counterpart Anthony Albanese, said that Quad
partners bring decades of skills and experience together to catalyse infrastructure
delivery to the region.
The Quad leaders committed to working closely with partners and the region
to drive public and private investment to
bridge gaps. To achieve this, Quad will
seek to extend more than USD 50 billion
of infrastructure assistance and investment in the Indo-Pacific, over the next five
years.
"We will work to strengthen capacities
of the countries in need to cope with debt
issues under the G20 Common Framework
and by promoting debt sustainability and

kilogram before coming to their usual
levels.
Average ex-mill price of S-grade sugar
presently is around Rs 32-33 per kilogram
while that of M-grade sugar is around Rs
34-35 per kg.
Shares of sugar companies like Shree
Renuka Sugars Ltd tumbled by 14 per
cent and Balrampur Chini Mills Ltd
slumped 10 per cent on Tuesday on the
news of plans to curb exports. Sugar futures traded in London added as much
as 1 per cent.

transparency in close collaboration with
finance authorities of relevant countries,
including through the "Quad Debt Management Resource Portal, which consists
of multiple bilateral and multilateral capacity building assistance.
The leaders also welcome the meeting
of the development finance institutions
and agencies of the four countries in the
margins of the Quad meeting. The leaders
said they are working closely with experts,
the region and each other to link their
toolkits and expertise to better connect the
Indo-Pacific.
"We will further deepen collaboration
and pursue complementary actions in
identified areas, such as regional and digital connectivity, clean energy, and climate
resilience including disaster resilience in
energy related facilities that reflect the
region's priorities including ASEAN Outlook on the Indo-Pacific, to contribute to
sustainable and inclusive growth in the
region," the leaders said in the joint statement.
In an increasingly digital world with
sophisticated cyber threats, the Quad
leaders recognised an urgent need to take
a collective approach to enhancing cybersecurity.
To deliver on the Quad's vision for
a free and open Indo-Pacific, the leaders commit to improving the defence of
their nations' critical infrastructure by
sharing threat information, identifying
and evaluating potential risks in supply
chains for digitally enabled products and
services, and aligning baseline software
security standards for government procurement, leveraging our collective purchasing power to improve the broader
software development ecosystem so that
all users can benefit.

New Delhi, May 24: Union
Minister for Commerce and
Industry, Piyush Goyal on
Tuesday said overall food inflation is presently manageable and the common man
will not feel the pain.
Addressing the event India at 75: Strategic Outlook of
the World Economic Forum
(WEF) Annual Meeting 2022
in Davos, Goyal said even as
challenges continue to remain
on economic front, the government is conscious to move
forward and is aware of what
to focus on.
Goyal also said that India
was producing enough wheat
for domestic consumption, as
some countries face shortages
due to rise in prices and problems in getting grain from
major producer Ukraine following Russian invasion.
"India never was a player
in the wheat market, and
started exporting the grain
2 years ago. We lost production due to severe heatwave
this year, but we have enough
to provide for the domestic
consumption with slight surplus," he added.
Speaking at the same panel, Minister of Petroleum and
Natural Gas, Hardeep Singh
Puri said that crude oil price
of $110 a barrel was not sustainable, as the world faces an
energy price crisis which is
contributing to rising global
inflation.
"For a country which imports 85 per cent of crude
and 50 per cent of gas, global
prices certainly affects. But
PM Narendra Modi has been
responsive to the needs of the
people," he added.

the tenure of the global media rights for
the UAE T20 League. However, industry sources estimate the deal size to be
around Rs 800-900 crore for 10 years, given
that the league is new.
Licensed by the Emirates Cricket
Board, the UAE T20 League will comprise
6 teams, competing in a 34-match tournament. The teams include franchises
owned by Reliance Industries, Adani
Sportsline, Kolkata Knight Riders, Lancer
Capital, GMR Group and Capri Global.
While the league was supposed to
kick off in February, it will likely happen in June, media industry sources
said.
Khalid Al Zarooni, chairman of the
UAE T20 League, said: “Nothing can
be more satisfying than to have a credible broadcast partner like Zee associated
with the League. We are confident that
Zee has the strength of viewership to take
our league to unmatched levels.”

Earlier in the day, while
referring to the challenges
posed by the Covid-19 pandemic, the minister said that
despite supply chains having
been strained amid global
challenges, we have done exceedingly well in terms of exports and other parameters.
Goyal, who has been meeting a host of global leaders
here since Saturday, reiterated India's position as one
of the world's most preferred
investment destinations and
told them about the massive
scope and range of opportunities it presents to investors
globally.
He said that Digital India had helped India work
during
pandemic-induced
lockdowns, adding missions
such as Swacch Bharat, Jan
Dhan-Adhaar-Mobile trinity,
financial inclusion, Ayushman Bharat, vaccination programmes etc. had helped prepare India for the next level of
growth and engagement with
the world.
He stressed that India had
taken a series of strict measures to tame inflation, keep
interest rates in check and
rein-in rupee depreciation so
that growth and prosperity
are not affected.

Zomato stock zooms 18% intraday on
improved disclosures, gains 14% at close
Mumbai, May 24: Food aggregator platform Zomato’s stock
touched an intra-day high of
Rs 67.60 per share, up 18.6 per
cent from the previous close of
Rs 57. The stock closed at Rs
64.95 per share, gaining almost
14 per cent over the previous
close. The reason for the jump
in share prices was due to improved disclosure, say experts.
Seven to eight large brokerages have come out with recommendations of overweight
to buy since the company announced its results on Monday
after market hours.
“The management proactively improved disclosures
and addressed key issues. Focus is growth along with loss
reduction, a tough balancing
act but mgmt. seems to be committed. Financial discipline is
also evident with focus on cash
conservation. Suspense re-

Delhivery jumps
over 10% post tepid
debut: Should you
hold or sell shares?
New Delhi, May 24: Logistics firm Delhivery debuted
bourses at Rs 493, 1.23 per cent higher from its upper price
band on Tuesday at the BSE. The stock hit a high of Rs
543, 10 per cent up from its listed price on the BSE. In comparison, the S&P BSE Sensex remained flat at 54,200 levels.
Delhivery’s Rs 5,235 crore initial public offering (IPO), the
second-biggest that markets saw in 2022 after Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC), was subscribed 1.63 times
on the final day.
While the issue saw bumper response from qualified
institutional buyers with 2.66 times subscription, retail
investors and non-institutional investors subscribed 57
per cent and 30 per cent, respectively. Overall, the issue
received bids for over 10 crore shares against 6.25 crore
shares on the offer on the last day. The public issue was
priced at Rs 462-487 per share.
That apart, analysts suggest that the tepid listing of the
logistics firm was due to volatile market conditions and
loss-making nature of the company. “New investors must
wait and watch the strategy of the company post listing.
We suggest investors to invest once the concrete plans to
turn profitable are laid down by the company. Those who
applied for listing gains can maintain a stop loss of Rs 460
per share,” said Santosh Meena, Head of Research, Swastika Investmart.
Ajit Mishra, VP-Research, Religare Broking, too, believes that the fundamentals of Delhivery are not strong
enough compared to other logistic players in the market
and suggests investors exit the stock on a bounce. “We
suggest investors’ to book profits on a rise. The loss-making nature of the company, higher valuations and lower
market-cap compared to other listed logistics players
makes the stock unfavorable to hold in the long haul,”
he said.
The Gurgaon-based supply chain operates a pan-India
network and provides services in 17,488 postal index number codes. It provides a full-range of logistics services,
including express parcel delivery, heavy goods delivery,
truckload freight, warehousing, supply chain solutions
across business lines.

mains on Blinkit acquisition,”
said a Jeffries India report.
The report further stated:
“Zomato is aiming for an accelerated growth, despite which,
the focus is on loss reduction,
aligning with the long-term
shareholder expectation. The
Q1FY23 loss should come down
meaningfully.
Contribution
margin (as a percentage of
GOV) is likely to get to a double-digit in the long term, with
some cities already at this level. Zomato still expects to lower
the delivery cost through better

fleet utilisation.”
Zomato said its consolidated
net loss for the quarter ended
March widened to Rs 360 crore
from Rs 134.2 crore in the corresponding quarter last year. The
revenue from operations came
in at Rs 1,211.8 crore, up 75.01
per cent over Rs 692.4 crore in
the same quarter last year.
The company said it
launched in over 300 new cities in Q4FY22. It is now present
in over 1,000 towns and cities
across India.
Zomato chief financial officer Akshant Goyal said the
firm expects its Adjusted Revenue growth to accelerate to
double digits in the next quarter and the Adjusted EBITDA
losses to also come down meaningfully. “Reduction in losses
will be driven by improvement
in contribution margin of the
food delivery business.

OYO plans IPO after
September, may settle for
lower valuation: Report
New Delhi, May 24: Hospitality
and travel-tech firm OYO is looking
to launch its initial public offer after
September and has written to stock
market regulator Sebi, seeking to
file updated and restated consolidated financial information.
The company, which had filed
preliminary papers with Sebi to
raise Rs 8,430 crore through an
initial share sale in October last
year, is now prepared to settle for a
lower valuation of around USD 7-8
billion against the USD 11 billion it
was targeting initially, according
to people in the know of the development.
OYO's move to launch the IPO
after the September quarter is
mainly driven by the expectation
of improvement in its financial
performance and the current volatile nature of the market, they said.
It is understood that in a letter to
Sebi, Oravel Stays Ltd, which runs
OYO, has sought permission to include restated financial statements
for the six-month periods ending
September 30, 2022, September 30,
2021, and September 30, 2020.
"Price swings in a newly listed
stock create concern among the public. Amongst such sentiments, it will
be best to be able to first show to the
investors that the business revival
is real, it is strong and is leading to
much higher bookings and perhaps,
the first sign of a positive bottom
line. Hence, OYO will likely wait for
a quarter," said a person aware of
the company's plans.
When reached out for com-

ments, OYO declined to comment.
As per the company's DRHP
(draft red herring prospectus),
OYO had incurred a Rs 1,744.7
crore loss in FY21.
The company's proposed IPO
comprised a fresh issue of equity
shares aggregating up to Rs 7,000
crore and an offer for sale to the tune
of Rs 1,430 crore, as per its DRHP.
However, it has been reported
that OYO now wants to go ahead
only with the Rs 7,000 crore primary issue, doing away with the
Rs 1,430 crore offer for sale (OFS)
component, and has reached out to
Sebi for approval. An OFS allows
promoters of a company to sell
their shares to the public through
the stock exchange.
OYO's OFS would have seen its
largest investor Softbank Group
selling around 2 per cent of its stake
and other investors Grab Holdings,
Huazhu Hotels and the family office
of Sunil Munjal of the Hero Group
diluting their stakes as well.
Also, when OYO goes for listing in the markets, it will settle
for a more reasonable valuation of
around USD 7-8 billion, below the
USD 11 billion it was targeting initially, considering how the stock
markets have changed in the past
few months, said a source.
When the company filed its
DRHP with Sebi in October 2021,
the markets were buoyant and
IPOs were getting high valuations
and oversubscription with both
global and domestic capital flowing
into the stock market.
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Indigenous Australians hold just
0.7% of executive jobs: Report
Canberra, May 24: Indigenous Australians,
comprising of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people, are "almost entirely absent"
from corporate executive roles, a report has
revealed.
The Perth-based non-profit organization,
Minderoo Foundation launched the Indigenous
Employment Index (IEI), the first comprehensive snapshot of Indigenous employment representation ever carried out in Australia, reports
Xinhua news agency.
It revealed that only 0.7 per cent of senior
leadership positions in corporate Australia are

held by Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander
people.
As of 2018, less than half, or 49.1 per cent of
working-age Indigenous Australians were in
some form of employment, compared to 75.9 per
cent of non-Indigenous Australians.
Worryingly, that gap only closed by 1.3 per
cent during the decade to 2018, said the report.
The average Indigenous employment rate
among 42 organisations that participated in the
survey was 2.2 per cent, with a low of 0.17 per
cent and a high of 10.9 per cent.
Shelley Cable, Director of Minderoo's Gen-
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eration One initiative, described the disparity
as disappointing.
"Today, less than half of working-age Indigenous Australians are employed, compared to
three-quarters of non-Indigenous Australians.
At the current rate, it will take 200 years to
close the gap," Cable said in a media release on
Monday.

"Among its key recommendations, the Indigenous Employment Index finds that one-off
measures to create Indigenous jobs must give
way to a more comprehensive and systemic approach. Authentic commitments, tailored strategies with targets, and a broader definition of
Indigenous employment success that includes
retention, safety, progression, and partnerships are critical to better Indigenous employment outcomes."
Over 50 per cent of Indigenous employees
who were surveyed for the report said they
have experienced direct or indirect racism in
the workplace.
Three-quarters of participating organisations, which included Rio Tinto, Australia and
New Zealand Banking Group and retail giants
Wesfarmers and Woolworths, have Indigenous
employment targets but only 67 per cent report
regularly on their progress.

UNGA resolution calls
for efforts to mitigate food security crisis
United Nations, May 24 (IANS) The
UN General Assembly has adopted a
resolution that calls for international
efforts to mitigate the current food security crisis.
The resolution calls on the international community to urgently support countries affected by the food
security crisis through coordinated
actions, including the provision of
emergency food supplies, food programmes, financial support, and increased and diversified agricultural
production, reports Xinhua news
agency.
It calls for the promotion of a
universal, rules-based, open, non-dis-

criminatory and equitable multilateral trading system under the World
Trade Organization.
The resolution calls on the international community, including the G7
and G20, to place global food security
at the top of their agendas and to support multilateral efforts in finding affordable solutions to the crisis.
It calls on member states and other
relevant stakeholders to keep food and
agriculture supply chains functioning,
to support farmers, including smallscale and family farmers, with technical
means and assistance that enable them
to produce their crops and livestock sustainably, and to refrain from hoarding

food and commodities.
It stresses the need to keep trade
channels and markets open for the
movement of food, fuel, fertilizer and
other agricultural inputs and outputs,
and notes the importance of working
toward eliminating all forms of protectionism. It also stresses the need to
keep fuel prices affordable to limit the
volatility of essential food prices, and
calls on countries not to hoard energy
commodities.
The resolution calls on international financial institutions to find urgent, affordable and timely solutions
to support developing countries, in
particular, those highly indebted, in

responding to the food security crisis,
through, but not limited to, facilitating, access to debt relief, concessional
finance and grants.
It calls on member states, the UN
humanitarian and development organisations and other relevant actors
to urgently and effectively respond to,
prevent and prepare for rising global
food insecurity affecting millions of
people.
It also calls on member states to
heed the urgent UN humanitarian appeal to assist countries facing armed
conflict, drought, starvation and famine with emergency aid and urgent
funding.
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3 killed after
Saudi 'spy' drone
crashes in Sanaa
Sanaa, May 24: Three citizens were killed
and three others injured in after a Saudi "spy
drone" crashed into a street in the Yemeni
capital of Sanaa, the Houthi militia announced
on Tuesday.
The drone landed into a populous neighbourhood on Monday night, causing the casualties and property damage, Xinhua news
agency quoted the Houthi-run al-Masirah TV
as saying citing authorities.
The Houthis claimed that they have shot
down the drone, noting that it was a "spy
drone" of the Saudi-led coalition.
"With a surface-to-air missile, our air defence shot down the drone that was hovering
over Sanaa in violation of the truce," the militia's spokesman Yehya Sarea said.
There was no comment yet from the coalition or the Yemeni government.
In the past two weeks, the Houthi group
claimed to have downed two other "spy drones"
in the northwestern province of Hajjah amid
the two-month truce starting April 2.
So far, the truce has been largely held despite sporadic small-scale clashes.
On May 19, the Houthi militia said they
are considering a request by the UN envoy to
extend the ongoing truce with the coalitionbacked Yemeni government, which expires on
June 2.
The truce marks the first breakthrough in
more than seven years in efforts to end the war
in Yemen that has killed tens of thousands of
people and pushed the country to the brink of
starvation.

'Xinjiang Police Files'
show mass detention
of Uyghurs

Beijing, May 24: Thousands of photographs
from the heart of China's highly secretive system of mass incarceration in Xinjiang, as well
as a shoot-to-kill policy for those who try to escape, are among a huge cache of data hacked
from police computer servers in the region.
The Xinjiang Police Files, as they're being called, were passed to the BBC earlier this
year.
After a months-long effort to investigate
and authenticate them, they can be shown to
offer significant new insights into the internment of the region's Uyghurs and other Turkic
minorities.
Their publication coincides with the recent arrival in China of the United Nations Human Rights Commissioner, Michelle Bachelet,
for a controversial visit to Xinjiang, with critics concerned that her itinerary will be under
the tight control of the government.
The cache reveals, in unprecedented detail, China's use of "re-education" camps and
formal prisons as two separate but related systems of mass detention for Uyghurs,and seriously calls into question its well-honed public
narrative about both, the BBC reported.
The government's claim that the re-education camps built across Xinjiang since 2017 are
nothing more than "schools" is contradicted by
internal police instructions, guarding rosters
and the never-before-seen images of detainees,
the report said.
And its widespread use of terrorism charges, under which many thousands more have
been swept into formal prisons, is exposed as
a pretext for a parallel method of internment,
with police spreadsheets full of arbitrary, draconian sentences.
The documents provide some of the strongest evidence to date for a policy targeting
almost any expression of Uyghur identity,
culture or Islamic faith, and of a chain of command running all the way up to the Chinese
President Xi Jinping, the BBC reported.
The hacked files contain more than 5,000
police photographs of Uyghurs taken between
January and July 2018.

Global cooperation antidote to Russia's
blackmail: EC President
Davos, May 24: European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen
on Tuesday denounced Russian aggression and its use of "hunger and
grain to wield power" in a special address at the World Economic Forum
annual meeting.
"Global cooperation is the antidote to Russia's blackmail," she said.
Her message focused on strategic
priorities for Europe since the invasion of Ukraine by Russia. Boosting
military spending is one such initiative. "We have to invest much more in
solid European defence capabilities,"
von der Leyen said.
While NATO remains the world's
strongest military alliance, European
spending on defence has not kept
pace with recent increases by the US,
Russia or China, particularly since
the 2008 financial crisis.
Increasing that spending -- with a
particular focus on the interoperability of nations' defence investments -can help strengthen the region's ability to defend itself from such threats.
She pointed to other key initia-

tives such as promoting green power,
ensuring the resilience of supply
chains and promoting food security.
In terms of energy, she said, the crisis
in Ukraine has galvanised Europe's
embrace of renewable sources and
diversification of its energy supply.
RePowerEU, a 300 euro plan
launched last week by the European
Commission, aims to accelerate the
green transition by nearly doubling

Europe's energy consumption from
renewable sources by 2030.
Ultimately, "hydrogen is the new
frontier of Europe's energy network",
von der Leyen said.
Europe must respond to additional knock-on effects of the war,
such as rising food prices, as Russia
has confiscated Ukrainian grain and
blockaded other food exports. Europe
is helping by providing revenue, in-

creasing its food production and supporting other regions such as Africa
in becoming less dependent on food
exports.
Technology can be a part of the
solution to food insecurity to boost
"climate-smart" agriculture. Vertical farming and precision irrigation
are among the initiatives that can
improve access to food in climateresponsible ways.
In a conversation with Klaus
Schwab, Executive Chairman and
Founder, World Economic Forum,
von der Leyen noted that she could
see a long-term future in which Russia found a path back to alignment
with Europe.
"This brutal invasion is standing
up against the leadership in Russia,"
she said. The people of Russia, who
ultimately will control the nation's future, are the ones who will decide the
nation's way forward. If, in the future,
the nation embraces "rule of law and
respect for the international, rulesbased order, it's a clear yes," she said.
(IANS)

Number of federal crimes
in Mexico lowest since Dec 2018
Mexico City, May 24: The number of
federal crimes committed in Mexico last
month was the lowest since December
2019, Minister of Security and Citizen
Protection Rosa Icela Rodriguez said.
In a monthly report on crime, Rodriguez said that in April there were 6,487
crimes that violated federal laws, a 28.4
per cent drop compared to December
2018, when President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador took office, reports Xinhua
news agency.
"Today we are working intelligently,
with strategy and concrete actions, to
weaken criminal structures," Rodriguez
said.
"We are on the right path to zero impunity and zero corruption."
Crimes against public health, which
in Mexico include drug trafficking and
drug dealing, went down 27.6 per cent
year on year for the January-April period this year, she said, while assaults
dropped 8.6 per cent in the same period.
Only two categories of crime showed
an uptick, with property crimes rising
9.3 perc ent year on year in the first four

months of 2022, and firearms and explosives violations increasing 2.4 per cent,
according to official statistics.
Meanwhile, intentional homicides
continued to decline April, hitting the
lowest level with 2,547 cases, down from
a record 3,074 in June 2018.
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What to
know about
monkeypox and
the latest cases
P

n the heels of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, a zoonotic
virus seems to be spreading throughout Europe and into
North America.
MonkeypoxTrusted Source has been making headway
across the U.K., Spain, and Portugal since early May 2022.
France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, and Australia have since
confirmed at least one case in each country as well.
In the U.K., 20 monkeypox cases have been confirmed
since early May. During a press conference on May 17Trusted Source, World Health Organization (WHO) officials said
that these are mostly separate occurrences except for “a
family cluster with two confirmed cases and one probable
case[…]”
Recently, Canada and the U.S. joined these nations in
tracking and tracing the virus.
As of May 19, Canada confirmed two monkeypox cases
and said it was investigating 17 suspected cases. The Massachusetts Department of Health also announced a single case
in an individual who had recently been in Canada. Several
of the Canadian cases have been linked to this person.
On May 18, Scott Pauley, press officer at the Centers for
Disease ControlTrusted Source (CDC), told Medical News
Today:
“The U.K. notified the U.S. of 8 people in the U.S. who
might have been seated near the U.K. traveler when they
flew from Nigeria to London [on May 3-4, 2022]. Of these,
one is no longer in the U.S., and one was not a contact. The
remaining six are being monitored by their respective state
health departments. None of these six travel contacts have
monkeypox symptoms and their risk of infection is very
low.”
The WHO officials have been tracking monkeypox’s
path through Europe and North America for several weeks.
However, with the data available so far, they do not know
long the virus has been spreading.
What is monkeypox?
Monkeypox is a zoonotic virus, which transmits disease from animals to humans. Cases typically occur near
tropical rainforests, where animals that carry the virus
live.
The monkeypox virus is a member of the orthopoxvirus family. It also has two distinct genetic strains or
cladesTrusted Source: the Central African (Congo Basin)
clade and the West African clade. The Congo Basin clade is
known to spread more easily and cause more severe symptoms.
Monkeypox naturally occurs in Africa, especially in
west and central African nations. Cases in the U.S. are rare
and associated with international travel from places where
the disease is more common.
What are the symptoms?
Monkeypox symptoms and signsTrusted Source include headache, skin rash, fever, body aches, chills, swollen lymph nodes, and exhaustion. It produces symptoms
similar to smallpox, but milder.
The time from infection to the onset of symptoms,
which is referred to as the incubation period, can range
from five to 21 days. The illness typically resolves within
two to four weeks.
Severe cases are more common among people with
underlying immune deficiencies and young children. In
recent times, the case fatality ratioTrusted Source of monkeypox is around 3-6%.
How is it transmitted?
Transmission of the monkeypox virus among humans
is limited, but it can happen through close skin contact, air

droplets, bodily fluids, and virus-contaminated objects.
Most of the recent cases of monkeypox in the U.K. and
Canada have been reported among attendees of sexual
health services at health clinics in men who have sex with
men.
Regarding this trend, Dr. I. Socé Fall, the regional
emergencies director for the WHO’s Health Emergencies
Program, cautioned:
“This is new information we need to investigate properly to understand better the dynamic of local transmission
in the U.K. and some other countries.”
Many unknowns about the latest cases
During a press conference on May 17, Dr. Fall acknowledged that public health officials still have much to learn
about the monkeypox virus.
“But the most important thing is we really need to invest in understanding the development of monkeypox because we have so many unknowns in terms of the dynamics
of transmission, the clinical features, the epidemiology. In
terms of therapeutics and diagnostics also, we still have important gaps,” he said.
WHO experts believe that solutions for monkeypox
calls must go beyond addressing the disease.
During the press conference, Dr. Michael RyanTrusted
Source, executive director of the WHO’s Health Emergencies Program, said: “[G]etting answers isn’t just about
getting answers about the virus. We’ve got to get answers
about the hosts, we’ve got to get answers about human behavior and practice, and we’ve got to operate at all levels
to try and ensure that human populations are protected.”
Can vaccines curtail the spread?
For more insight, Medical News Today spoke with
Dr. Kartik Cherabuddi, clinical associate professor in infectious diseases and director of the Global Medicine and
Antimicrobial Management Program at the University of
Florida.
“Being aware of the rash of monkeypox which presents
as vesicles is very important. Additional measures include
vigilance in those who have traveled in the past 30 days to
countries that have reported cases of monkeypox [and] who
have contact with a person who is confirmed or suspected
of monkeypox.”
— Dr. Kartik Cherabuddi
Dr. Cherabuddi mentioned that smallpox vaccinations offer some protection against monkeypox. He said the
Democratic Republic of Congo is currently employing ring
vaccinationTrusted Source for close contacts of confirmed
cases.
The U.K. is also using ring vaccination, in addition to
contact and source tracing, case searching, and local rashillness surveillance, he added.
Smallpox and monkeypox vaccines
Dr. Cherabuddi believes that more cases will arise in
the U.S., but it’s difficult to predict how many.
He said he was concerned that with fewer people in the
U.S. having had smallpox vaccinations, this could be putting “a majority of the population below the age of 40-50
years at risk for infection[…]”
Dr. Ryan also noted that preventing the disease may
not entirely rest on vaccines. He pointed out that “the protection offered by previous smallpox vaccination also has
reduced[…]”
He said there might be a need to change agricultural,
social, and food storage practices to prevent further outbreaks. Officials hope to help communities understand how
the virus spreads so they can address it at its sources.

Since early May 2022, many countries in Europe, as well
as Australia, and the U.S. have reported an increasing
number of monkeypox cases.
As a viral disease native to Africa, monkeypox is usually
transmitted by animal-to-human contact, producing
skin lesions, fever, and body aches in people the virus
infects.
Some recent cases of monkeypox have involved men who
have had sex with men, however, experts say the disease
is not a sexually transmitted infection but can spread
via direct contact during sex.
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Women take centre
stage as Women's
T20 Challenge gets
underway with
thrilling opening
match
Pune, May 24: The Women's T20
Challenge which got underway
on Monday saw women ruling the
cricket field as Trailblazers took on
two-time winners Supernovas in
the opening match.
The best of the Indian women's
cricket team combined with some
of the leading stars from South Africa, England, West Indies and Australia as women cricketers hogged
the limelight in the opening match.
Off the field, it was the women
who gathered all the limelight as
the pre-match show was hosted
by female anchors of Star Sports.
Sports presenter Tanya Purohit,
who is currently hosting the Women's T20 Challenge, expects the ongoing tournament to get bigger in
the future.
"We all have seen how men's
IPL has grown over the years and
it has provided a platform to showcase your talent. I expect the Women's T20 Challenge to get bigger and
better as many overseas players
are eager to feature in the league,"
Tanya told IANS.
"It is also a better platform to
show your skills at a bigger stage.
This can form a stage where actually the selection happens in the
Indian women's team just like how
we see for men's team," she added.
Tanya, who has been a part of a
star-studded Star Sports panel which
includes Gautam Gambhir, Irfan
Pathan, Aakash Chopra, and Sunil
Gavaskar, feels all-rounder Deepti
Sharma will be a player to watch out
for as she will be leading Team Velocity in absence of Mithali Raj
"I have a lot of expectations
from Deepti as she is an amazing
player. And this is what I was talking about that otherwise you won't
get a chance to captain a side but a
Women's T20 Challenge does provide you with the one," Tanya said
"This is the platform where you
show your talent as it enhances your
skills. When you play for the country, you might not get a chance to
play in the side every time but here
you can be in playing XI and you can
get back your form," she added.
Coming to the match, clinical
knocks by batters and a four-wicket
haul by Pooja Vastrakar helped
Harmanpreet Kaur's Supernovas
to get off to a winning start in the
opening match of the Women's T20
Challenge here at the Maharashtra
Cricket Association Stadium in
Pune on Monday.
Supernovas defeated Trailblazers by 49 runs and Hayley Matthews, who picked three wickets
for the Smriti Mandhana-led side
said losing wickets at instant cost
them the game.
"We did get off to a good start but
their bowlers did a great job to bring
themselves back in the game. When
you lose a couple of wickets it does
get hard, so umm Kudos!! to them for
taking the things and squeezing us
when the momentum was with us,
said Hayley Matthews while replying to a query from IANS in the postmatch press conference.
Hayley Matthews also scored
18 off 14 balls before Pooja Vastrakar wreaked havoc to dismantle
the batting of the Trailblazers
"We realized that wicket was
very good and outfield was really
quick so we went inside with a lot
of positive intent," Matthews said
"I think a last couple of months
I've been focusing a lot on my bowling, I'm trying to turn myself into
an all-rounder and it feels really
good that I could come and get a
couple of wickets in the first game,"
she added.
Supernovas will now be going
up against Velocity for their next
clash on Tuesday while Trailblazers will be facing the same opponent on Thursday.

Sri Lanka
openers
put game in
balance
Dhaka, May 24: Sri Lanka openers Dimuth Karunaratne (70 not
out) and Oshada Fernando (57)
struck half-centuries to help Sri
Lanka end the second day on 143
for 2 in the second Test against
Bangladesh, here on Tuesday.
Sri Lanka are still trailing by
222 runs with Karunaratne and
nightwatchman Kasun Rajitha (0)
unbeaten at stumps on Day 2.
After finishing their first innings at 365 courtesy Mushfiqur
Rahim's unbeaten 175, Bangladesh
struggled to pick wickets early on
as Sri Lankan openers put up a
94-runs opening stand. However,
Ebadot Hossain and Shakib Al
Hasan scalped the wickets of Oshada Fernando and Kusal Mendis
respectively, helping Bangladesh
put up a fightback late in the final
session.
Earlier in the opening session of Day 2, Sri Lankan pacers
kept the set batters Litton Das and
Mushfiqur Rahim under check.
They bowled at the right lengths
and soon got their reward when
they broke Das and Rahim's epic
sixth-wicket partnership.
Kasun Rajitha removed Liton
Das on 141, who could only add six
runs to his overnight score. The
right-hander succumbed to an
offside-off delivery off Rajitha, edging it straight to the hands of the
slip fielder. The pacer secured his
maiden five-for later in the same
over by dismissing Mossadek Hossain for a duck.
After two quick wickets,
Mushfiqur Rahim steadied the
ship with a crucial 49-run partnership with Taijul Islam. Mushfiqur

shifted gears and started attacking
the spinners en route to his 150.
Asitha Fernando then struck
twice in quick succession, removing Taijul Islam on 15 and Khaled
Ahmed on a duck. Fernando got
a nick off Taijul's gloves with a
well-directed bouncer which went
straight to the wicketkeeper's
hand. Khaled Ahmed was similarly caught off guard by Fernando's
short delivery, which deflected off
his gloves and into the hands of
Niroshan Dickwella yet again.
With Sri Lanka just a wicket
away from bowling out Bangladesh, the umpires decided to extend the session by half an hour.
Mushfiqur in the last half hour
avoided singles and kept strike to
himself as Bangladesh went for
lunch at 361/9.
The final wicket came immediately after the lunch break as
Mushfiiqur in an attempt to keep
the strike, attempted a double, but
Ebadot Hossain (0) was run-out at
the non-striker's end, thanks to a
brilliant throw by Karunaratne
from long-on. Hossain's wicket
brought the hosts' innings to a
close at 365 with Rahim stranded
at 175 not out.
In reply, Sri Lankan openers
got off to a good start in their first
innings, scoring 84 runs in the afternoon session without losing a
wicket.
Oshada Fernando, who was
unlucky to get run out in the first
Test, remained unbeaten on 52 in
the afternoon session. Skipper Dimuth Karunaratne, at the other
end, took his time to get going and
remained unbeaten at 31 as the

I-League clubs write to AFC, AIFF
on ISL participation
New Delhi, May 24 : I-League clubs have
written a letter to Asian Football Confederation (AFC) general secretary Datuk Seri
Windsor John and former general secretary,
All India Football Federation (AIFF), Kushal
Das on April 25, requesting to promote league
winner into the Indian Super League (ISL)
with no participation fee.
Clubs have also demanded that on the
basis of fulfilling the sporting merit and the
national club licensing criteria to be set out
by the AIFF, winner of I-league should be included in the ISL from the 2022-23 season.
"Since the winner of I-League 2022-23 will
be promoted to ISL and in view of the recent
changes made in the football calendar by the
AFC, we require more clarity on the decision
taken by the AIFF to have a single leg final
match between the winner of the I-League
season 2021-22 and the winner of I-League
season 2022-23 to eventually take part in AFC
cup competition in 2022-23 season," the clubs
wrote in a letter.

"With regards to inclusion of I-league
winner into the ISL, starting with the 202223 season, the winner of I-League will stand
a chance to be promoted to the ISL with no
participation fee, on the basis of fulfilling the
sporting merit and the national club licensing
criteria to be set out by the AIFF. There will
be no relegation in the ISL at this time," the
clubs said.
The clubs urged the AFC and AIFF to
make clarification about the inclusion of
I-league clubs in the ISL. The clubs also demanded to hold a workshop for all the stakeholders to discuss and deliberate on the future
course of action to be taken for the best interest of Indian Football.
In a recent interview to Times of India
(TOI) the I-League CEO Sunando Dhar had
said that the I-League clubs have written
to the AFC and AIFF, seeking clarity on the
roadmap, approved by the continental body
during its executive committee meeting in
Vietnam.

Afghanistan announce squad
for Zimbabwe tour, Zia-ur-Rehman
gets maiden call-up
Kabul, May 24 (IANS) Afghanistan
on Tuesday announced two squads
for their white-ball tour of Zimbabwe, which begins on June 4.
The two teams will first play
three ODIs, which form a part of the
ICC Men's Cricket World Cup Super
League. Afghanistan are currently
fifth on the CWCSL table with 70
points, while Zimbabwe are 12th
with just 35 points.
The ODI series will be followed
by three T20Is, beginning 11 June.
All matches will be played at the Harare Sports Club.
The 24-year-old Zia-ur-Rahman
Akbar, who was the leading wickettaker in the Green Afghanistan OneDay Cup, has got his maiden call-up.
The left-arm spinner picked up 14
wickets in the tournament in just

five matches in his team Hindukush
Strikers' winning campaign.
All-rounder Gulbadin Naib, who
was a part of the Afghanistan squad
that played the ODI series against
Bangladesh in February this year,
has been left out. Left-arm spinner
Noor Ahmad and medium-pacer
Nijat Masoud have been named as
reserves.
Off-spinner Mujeeb Ur Rahman,
who is named in the ODI squad and
is missing from the T20I list. Joining
him is 21-year-old leg-spinner Qais
Ahmad. They have been replaced by
Noor Ahmad and right-handed batter Ihsanullah Janat. Left-arm wristspinner Zahir Khan and the left-arm
fast bowler Sayed Ahmad Shirzad
are the reserves.
ODI squad: Hashmatullah Sha-

hidi (c), Rahmat Shah (vc), Azmatullah Omarzai, Farid Malik, Fazal Haq
Farooqi, Ibrahim Zadran, Ikram
Alikhail (wk), Mohammad Nabi, Mujib ur Rahman, Najibullah Zadran,
Rahmanullah Gurbaz (wk), Rashid
Khan, Riaz Hassan, Shahidullah Kamal, Yamin Ahmadzai, Zia ur Rahman Akbar
Reserves: Noor Ahmad, Nijat
Masoud
T20I squad: Mohammad Nabi
(c), Najibullah Zadran (vc), Afsar
Zazai (wk), Azmatullah Omarzai,
Darwish Rasooli, Farid Ahmad
Malik, Fazal Haq Farooqi, Hazratullah Zazai, Ihsanullah Janat, Karim
Janat, Nijat Masoud, Noor Ahmad,
Rahmanullah Gurbaz (wk), Rashid
Khan, Sharafuddin Ashraf and Usman Ghani

